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1 How toy influencing gender difference

According to research, boys have more "time and space" toys (such as sports toys, clocks, magnets, outer space toys). They also have more sports equipment (such as basketball, racquets, kites), toys, animals, garages or warehouses, machines, military toys. (Wakefield & Centers, 2005)
Conclusion

Results confirm the expectations

- Bigger companies started earlier
- Bigger companies had the resources to focus on this topic
- More and more smaller companies where forced to follow / saw the need to follow

Determinants of persistent poverty (External Factors):

- Credit constraints: Li et al. (2011, JSE); You & Amin (2014, JDS); You (2016, IF).
- Risk and shocks: Imai et al. (2010, JCEBS); You (2014b, JEPK).
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MINIPLIER AND ACCUMULATING USELESSNESS AS NEW REALITY OF TOURISM ECONOMY UNDER PANDEMIC
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ABSTRACT

Stemming from the statistical data on tourism trends during 2018-2020 and author’s own methodology of calculating the efficient tourist multiplier, to determine regularities and factors behind the reaction of the leading world economies to the critical fall in tourist services production under the coronavirus pandemic conditions. Our research study is based on the statistical analysis of tourists’ spending impacts on the dynamics of nominal GDP in 48 countries of the world and also on the author’s own approach to determining the efficient tourist multiplier (miniplier in our case) as well as on the hypothesis about the accumulating uselessness of tourist services production.

We have detected regularities in the dynamics of tourist multiplier as well as in restructuring of tourist services production in the leading economies of the world under the conditions when the tourist market environment was critically worsening.

We have determined the trends of tourist multiplier for 2018-2020 and also offered our recommendations on modernization of the state regulation system as well as on corporate strategizing, taking into account the author’s methodology of measuring the tourism efficiency multiplier (miniplier) and accumulating uselessness of tourist services production under crisis.

Keywords: Tourist Multiplier; Tourist Services Production; Diminishing Utility; Pandemic.
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ABSTRACT

This paper provides a new measure of time-varying economic uncertainty, based on the unconditional volatility of a MGARCH-model to focus on the long run uncertainty. We examine how uncertainty factors, such as consumption uncertainty, financial wealth uncertainty and housing wealth uncertainty with the normalization of personal income affect US household decisions, in a time series quarterly dataset from 1975q1 to 2918q1. Then we use VAR analysis and estimate the impulse responses of real consumption to five different measures of uncertainty (DCC consumption uncertainty, DCC housing wealth uncertainty, DCC financial wealth uncertainty, EPU, and US world uncertainty). We find that innovations in DCC housing wealth uncertainty have a permanent effect on consumption. In general, the longest, more serious and permanent responses are associated with housing wealth shocks. Initially, innovations in the housing market cause a decrease in the variables and after ups and downs reveal a permanent negative effect on them and a positive effect on their uncertainties. Housing wealth uncertainty can increase consumption for a short period whereas depresses consumption in the long run. Our estimates display significant differences from the newly released by FRED, US world uncertainty index, which barely affects household decisions. In contrast, it shows similar behavior in the long run with the well-known economic policy uncertainty index (EPU). The results support the highly significant effect of housing wealth uncertainty upon consumption. The effect is especially large relative to that of financial wealth uncertainty. We conclude that enhancing the predictability of economic policy will play a critical role in depressing household uncertainty.

Keywords: Uncertainty; Housing Volatility; Consumption Volatility; Financial Volatility; Impulse Responses; DCC-GARCH.
IMMIGRATION FROM FRAGILE COUNTRIES AND CRIME RATES IN EUROPE
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ABSTRACT

This study aims to take into account the link between immigration from fragile countries, following the formal definition of Fragile and Conflict-affected Situations (FCS) provided by the World Bank, and crime rates in Europe. The theoretical framework that this study aims to test is the "violence-breeds-violence" theory. This framework predicts that immigrants that come from countries where they experienced directly or indirectly forms of violence, they are more prone to commit violent acts in the host countries. Therefore, the expectation was to find a positive link between this specific type of immigration and crime rates especially for violent non-lethal crimes (such as rapes, assaults, blows, etc.). I used data for 19 countries in Europe for the period 2008-16 taken from Eurostat, OECD and the World Bank databases. I investigate empirically the relationship between immigration flows from FCS on four main types of crime rates: assaults, sexual violence acts, robberies and thefts. Given that the legal definition for the crimes differ in the countries included in the dataset, I estimated the models with a different group of countries based on the type of crime that was analysed. Initially, the estimation has been carried through an Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) estimator. Subsequently, in order to correct for the endogeneity bias related to the variable of interest, I have used an Instrumental Variables (IV) estimation. The results showed evidence not supporting the violence-breeds-violence theory; on the contrary, if anything, immigration from FCS is negatively associated with robberies in many specifications, although robustness checks have proven this relationship to be essentially not significant.
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EARLY RETIRED OR AUTOMATIZED? EVIDENCE FROM THE SURVEY OF HEALTH, AGEING AND RETIREMENT IN EUROPE
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ABSTRACT

This paper measures the implications of the actual destructive and transformative technological process in the labor market for the early retirement decisions in 26 European countries. In order to perform the analysis, we use the Survey of Health, Ageing and Retirement in Europe, the computerization probability (Frey and Osborne, 2017) and a technological classification of occupations in 4 occupational terrains (Fossen and Sorgner, 2019) to find that the current technological change is playing a significant role in the early retirement decisions, although it affect heterogeneously to certain groups in the sample (workers with higher education, self-employed workers and workers in occupations with low affectation by the technological change). This fact leads to a contradiction between governments trying to delay retirement ages and labor markets trying to expel workers earlier. Therefore, we conclude that, in order to elaborate policies on ageing and retirement, the effect of new technologies in older worker’s decisions must be taken into account. We propose that the delay in statutory retirement ages should be accompanied by training programs and/or policies promoting self-employment for workers at risk of ending their working lives prematurely. Furthermore, the programs aimed to relocate middle-age workers displaced from their origin occupations should focus the finding of a destination occupation among those less impacted by new technologies (i.e., occupations in the human terrain).

Keywords: Early Retirement, Technological Change, Automation.
The vast majority of recent literature discusses mainly the employment effects from minimum wage increases; however, decreases may also provide insightful evidence for the labor market. This paper aims to evaluate the employment effects of two reforms on minimum wages in 2012 and 2019 in Greece. The first reform is characterized by the huge reduction of the minimum wage and the introduction of the subminimum wage, while the second reform abolishes the subminimum wage and increases the minimum wage. Through this timeframe, the following research questions can be arranged: Does the imposition of a minimum wage reform affect either the possibility of job loss or the job search difficulty? If yes, is this effect differential when we introduce either an increase or a decrease in the minimum wage? In this respect, the current study focuses on the relative unemployment effects between two groups, a treatment group of females aged 15-44 who attended at most secondary education (a low-wage group) and a control group of males aged 45-64 who completed at least the secondary education (a high-wage group), from a minimum wage cut and increase in 2012 and 2019, respectively in Greece. Thus, by using data from the Hellenic Statistical Authority’s Greek Labor Force Survey over the period between 2010 and 2020, we estimate the relative possibility of job loss and job search difficulty between the two groups after the imposition of two minimum wage reforms. By using probit models with a difference-in-difference estimation strategy, a quasi-experimental evaluation shows that a minimum wage cut has different impact on unemployment in relation to that of a minimum wage increase; the former affects positively the relative possibility of job search difficulty among low-wage and high-wage groups, while the latter is associated with a negative impact on the relative possibility of job loss between the same groups. The empirical results either remain unchanged or reinforced when a number of robustness tests are applied either by focusing on very young workers or putting emphasis on the previous year job status.

Keywords: Minimum Wage; Minimum Wage Reforms; Job Loss; Job Search Difficulty.
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ÖZET

Avrupa’nın yeni büyüme stratejisi olarak nitelenen Avrupa Yeşil Mutabakatının (AYM), sanayi ve ticaret politikaları bağlamında en önemli bileşeni olan Sınırda Karbon Düzenlemesinin (SKD), Avrupa’ya ihracat yapan Türk imalat teşebbüsleri için dönüştürücü etkileri olması beklenmektedir. Bu bağlamda, imalat firmalarının SKD’den nasıl etkileneceği sorusu önemli bir sorudur. Bu soruyu yanıtlayabilmek için ilgili alanyazında yapılan çalışmalardan elde edilen içgörüler sunulmuş ve ardından uluslararası geçerlilik gösteren bir anketten elde edilen veriler kullanılarak Türkiye’deki imalat firmaları için bir kapasite değerlendirmesi yapılmıştır.

İktisat alanyazınında, SKD gibi mekanizmaların henüz pratikte nadiren görülmesinden ötürü SKD’den etkilenen teşebbüsler için yaptıkları deneySEL çalışmaların çok az olduğu, bunun yerine genel denge modelleri içeren araştırmaların yapılıp, görüldüğü belirtilmektedir. Bu tarz çalışmaların genel sonucu, SKD gibi mekanizmaların, karbon kaçağını ve karbon emisyonunun yoğunluğunun azalmasını sağlayacağıdır. Ancak, SKD’den etkilenen teşebbüslerin, kaynak veya sözleşme karma (resource or contract shuffling) yoluyla stratejik bir tepki vermesi, toplam sera gazı emisyonlarında bir azalma olmaması ile de sonuçlanabilir. Benzer bir durum, Türkiye’de imalat sektörü için de görülebilir.


Anahtar Kelimeler: Avrupa Yeşil Mutabakatı, Sınırda Karbon Düzenlemesi, İmalat Sektörü, Karbonsuzlaştırma, Türkiye.
JEL Kodları: F18, Q52, M21.
A CAPACITY ASSESSMENT FOR THE EXPECTED MICROECONOMIC EFFECTS OF THE EUROPEAN GREEN DEAL IN TURKEY
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ABSTRACT

The Carbon Border Adjustment Mechanism (CBAM) is the most critical component of the European Green Deal (EGD), which is described as the new growth strategy of Europe. As far as industrial and trade policies are concerned, the CBAM is expected to have transformative effects on Turkish manufacturing enterprises. In this regard, how manufacturing companies will be affected is a critical question. In order to answer it, we present insights obtained from studies conducted in the relevant literature and then conduct a capacity assessment for manufacturing firms in Turkey using data obtained from an internationally recognized survey.

In the economics literature, there are very few empirical studies conducted for enterprises affected by the CBAM since mechanisms such as the CBAM are rarely seen in practice. Instead, general equilibrium models are estimated. The general finding of such studies is that mechanisms such as the CBAM will reduce carbon leakage and carbon emission intensity. However, a strategic response by undertakings affected by the CBAM through resource or contract shuffling may also result in no reduction in total greenhouse gas emissions. Accordingly, a firm that is exposed to the CBAM may sell a “low-carbon” version of the product under a “cap-and-trade” mechanism, while the remaining sales come from the “high-carbon” version. A similar situation can be seen for undertakings operating in the manufacturing industry in Turkey once the CBAM takes effect.

In order to assess the decarbonization capacity of manufacturing companies in Turkey, we use the Green Economy Module of the 2019 wave of the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development-European Investment Bank-World Bank Group Enterprise Survey. We present descriptive statistics for a total of 1,112 companies capable of representing all undertakings in the food, textiles, garments, fabricated metal products, machinery and equipment, and other manufacturing sectors in Turkey. The findings show that Turkish manufacturing companies do not seem ready for decarbonization. The most important reason for such a finding is that environmental investments are not a priority compared to other investments.

Keywords: European Green Deal, Carbon Border Adjustment, Manufacturing Sector, Decarbonization, Turkey.
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ABSTRACT

Financial and commodity markets are tightly interdependent through various channels, which leads to rapid risk spillovers among them particularly during turbulent times. Consequently, scholars have focused on risk contagion among financial/commodity markets during tranquil and turmoil episodes and have gauged spillovers between them. Departing from this phenomenon, this study examines dynamic connectedness networks for implied volatility shocks stemmed from financial assets and commodities. To this end, we structure a dynamic network for implied volatilities by employing a time-varying parameter VAR (TVP-VAR) frequency connectedness approach of Barunik and Ellington (2020). This methodology is relied on a locally stationary TVP-VAR model that uses the Quasi-Bayesian Local Likelihood (QBLL) methods and allows both to incorporate prior shrinkage and to draw the posterior distribution of the dynamic adjacency matrix of the connectedness. Our dataset covers implied volatility indices for nine different asset classes from stock markets, exchange rates, bond markets, and precious metals. These series are the implied volatility indices of CBOE Crude Oil ETF (OVX), Euro/dollar currency (EVZ), Gold ETF (GVZ), Silver ETF (VXSLV), NASDAQ-100 (VXN), Emerging Markets ETF (VXEEM), China ETF (VXFXI), the CBOE Energy Sector ETF (VXXLE), and the CBOE volatility index: VIX (VIXCLS). We gather our dataset from the Federal Reserve Economic Data (FRED) database and it spans from 2011/03/11 to 2021/10/14. Accordingly, we build a frequency-dependent connectedness network structure for implied volatility indices for an episode that covers both calm and upheaval times. Our findings are consistent with the previous studies and paraphrase a precipitous surge in implied volatility connectedness around financial/geopolitical turmoil times.

Keywords: Implied Volatility, Dynamic Network Connectedness, TVP-VAR, Quasi-Bayesian Local Likelihood.
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ABSTRACT

Organizations have distinct corporate social responsibility (CSR) characteristics. The institutional logics perspective helps explain the varied patterns of CSR orientations. However, there is an important gap in the literature regarding how institutional logics are adapted within organizations. Hence, the aim is to detect how the differences in institutional logics manifest in different CSR practices, processes and outcomes of organizations. Relying on developed typology for CSR, a research model was created for the partial least square structural equation modeling (PLS-SEM) analysis with SmartPLS program. A survey was conducted questioning 192 companies from various sectors. The findings revealed a dichotomy between institutional logics and CSR benefits: commercial logic including state, market, corporate and profession logics mostly increased the business benefits while social logic consisting of family, religion, and community logics increased societal benefits. Furthermore, multi-stakeholders can enable combined CSR benefits for both economically and socially driven contributions by mediating even between competing structures.

Keywords: Institutional Logics, Corporate Social Responsibility, Perceived Benefits, Corporate Social Responsibility Benefits, Multi-Stakeholders.
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ABSTRACT

This paper aims to test the semi-strong form of the efficient market hypothesis (EMH) by analysing the impact of sovereign credit rating announcements, issued by the three American agencies Fitch, Moody’s and Standard&Poor’s, on the returns and the volatility of seven financial markets in Latin America (LAC7). Using conditional heteroscedasticity model (Egarch) during the period (1993-2021) for the stock markets and (2007-2021) for the bond markets, our main findings come in line with the previous studies that affirmed the existence of the asymmetric volatility phenomenon where negative returns shocks have a greater impact on volatility than positive shocks. In addition, the estimation EGARCH shows that the returns react significantly to the international market and that they don’t respond immediately to rating announcements. Finally, the analysis provides an evidence of an asymmetric effect of rating changes on stock and bond markets’ volatilities, where downgrades of Latin American sovereign rating affect the volatility more than upgrades.
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ABSTRACT

Before 1992, the Central Asian countries were part of an integrated economic area. The dissolution of the Soviet Union was followed by a decade and a half of regional disintegration. A turning point was the cooperation between Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan, and Kazakhstan in the construction of a gas pipeline to China between 2006 and 2009. The only formal agreement on economic cooperation is the Russian-led Eurasian Economic Union, which includes Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan. After the oil boom ended in 2014, governments recognized the need for economic diversification. As a result, cooperative strategies were actually developed that opened up Central Asia to the world economy and, by facilitating transport and transit, also facilitated regional cooperation. The economic advantages of cooperation and trade should be clear. Specialization through comparative cost advantages increases the total output of trading countries, and reducing costs in international trade increases the potential to realize corresponding profits. The importance of economic cooperation to reduce trade costs is particularly great for economies that do not have access to the world’s oceans, such as states in Central Asia. However, the willingness of Central Asian governments to cooperate in promoting trade is low. After gaining independence in 1991, the priorities of the Central Asian states have been to build nation-state structures and consolidate their leadership claims. Both promoted an inward-looking political orientation and a reluctance to any cooperation project that would re-limit newly won sovereignty.
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THE CONCEPT OF LOGISTICS 4.0: BASIC REQUIREMENTS FOR SUSTAINABLE BUSINESS MODELS IN LOGISTICS

Sevgi Sezer

ABSTRACT

As a result of the digital transformation, the economy and society are in a radical structural change. In production, in particular, several approaches have become established under the term “Industry 4.0”, which are to be adapted to “Logistics 4.0”. In addition to the strategic and technical requirements, other success-critical factors must be taken into account. These include in particular a digital corporate culture, a digital mindset, corporate management in the digital transformation, and, in particular, new forms of work and qualification requirements. After a comprehensive discussion of these factors, this study finally leads to the derivation of recommendations for action for digitized and sustainable logistics. The digital transformation of industry confronts the economy and society with a radical structural change. The trend towards digitization is irreversible and is, therefore, a megatrend that is noticeable worldwide and permanently changes all areas concerned. Processes along the value chain, in production and logistics, are increasingly being digitalized and automated. Studies indicate that technological and social trends would fundamentally change business models in logistics as they did in other industries. However, many decision-makers in companies have not yet been able to react appropriately to the new digital challenges. It is, therefore, necessary to provide recommendations for measures that decision-makers in logistics companies can take. In addition to an awareness of digital transformation and a suitable digital strategy, digital leadership, a digital mindset and a corporate culture that supports digitization are more than just side effects in the transformation process. Rather, they are elementary components of a change that encompasses the entire company, which must also deal with resistance in the company and have appropriate change management in place.
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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this paper is to conceptualize research on behavioral pricing based on previous literature and discuss about the differences between a typical consumer and a Muslim consumer. The main subfields in behavioral pricing identified in this study are: price-quality relationship, reference price, price awareness, measurement of willingness-to-pay (WTP), heuristics and biases, and Theme factor for behavioral pricing, price fairness, and price-ending. More specifically, we considered some religious affiliations for a Muslim consumer which have a significant impact on their decisions and ideas about pricing. These religious affiliations which cause a difference between a typical consumer and a Muslim consumer are clarifying in, promotion of the product, halal-certified product, packing features of product and production process. If you want to sell your products in Islamic countries, you should consider these religious affiliations for pricing. In general, the behavioral pricing field is relatively new and all subfields would benefit from additional research. For behavioral pricing researchers, the study offers integrative insights into the field based on previous literature and religious affiliations for a Muslim consumer. The study also offers suggestions for new research ideas.
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ABSTRACT

COVID-19 pandemic poses a massive challenge to the achievement of Business Development Goals. Meeting this challenge requires an investigation of the impact of the Coronavirus on sustainability. The key purpose of this article is to determine the impact of Covid-19 on the refugee’s businesses in Granada from their point of view. The article depends on a descriptive approach, involving interviews with 30 small and medium-sized businesses (SMBs) owners in the city of Granada. COV-19 Business Impact Survey developed by the Weber County Economic Development in the United States of America was used to collect data. All participants reported covid-19 affected their business, where they estimated a (37.9%) decrease in revenue due to the virus since March 1, 2020. Besides, their decision was 41.4% to reduce working hours due to the consequences of the pandemic and lockdown, while 20.7% closed temporarily, compared to 17.2% permanently and get off workers. 93.1% need to receive information and financial assistance related to COVID-19 to improve their business. The results may help the Ministry of Economy and Competitiveness to understand the needs of the labor market, and how companies can support refugees to integrate into the market. Economic promotion strategies may have the potential to be a significant future focus of financial help for refugees to develop their businesses and industries, which will have a positive impact on the Spanish economy.
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Bu çalışmada, iş gücü piyasasındaki genç nüfusun konumu, Türkiye’de NEET’e yol açan faktörler, NEET’in çıkış noktaları ve dayanakları ile düzenleyici politika önerileri ele alınmaktadır. Genç işsizliği ve NEET arasındaki ayrının yanı sıra iş gücü piyasasındaki genç duruma da veriler eşliğinde yer verilmiştir. Tanımlayıcı araştırmaya yönteminde sahip olan çalışmada; literatür taraması ve ikincil veriler işığında 15-29 yaş aralığındaki eğitime ve istihdamda yer alan genç nüfusun (NEET) ortaya koyulması, nedenlerinin analiz edilmesi ve ekonomiye kazandırılması için uygun stratejilerin belirlenmesi amaçlanmaktadır.
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YOUNG PEOPLE NOT GETTING THROUGH TO EMPLOYMENT FROM EDUCATION: THE SOURCES OF NEET IN TURKEY
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ABSTRACT

One of the most important indicators of the ideal economic order is that everyone who has the will and power for job can find a decent job in the labor market. However, it will remain utopian to talk about this ideal, since it is accepted that the unemployment rate can never be reset due to the reasonable mobility that can be experienced in the labor market for various reasons. While those who are willing and able to work, participate in production at the current wage level, create employment, others remain outside the labor market. The groups outside the labor market are those who are willing and able to work but cannot find a job, those who are willing, but do not have the strength to work, those who have the will and power to work but are discouraged because they cannot find a job, those who are willing and able to work but do not like a job, those who have the power to work but do not want to work, and those who have to give up working. forms. In this context, a new concept emerges: NEET (Not in Employment, Education or Training).

NEET, which emerged in England in the 1980s to express the young workforce who is out of the labor market as a result of the policy change regarding unemployment benefits, expresses more than the limited scope of the definition of the unemployed and includes the groups outside the labor market. Those who are long-term or temporarily unemployed, caring for children or relatives at home, despairing of seeking a job, educationally interrupted by socio-cultural reasons, temporarily sick or long-term disabled, struggling to improve their artistic or musical abilities, or taking a break from work or education includes young people who have to In short, subgroups in the NEET category have very different experiences, characteristics and needs. Groups of vulnerable youth who need different forms of policy intervention need support to return to education or employment.

In this study, the position of the young population in the labor market, the factors leading to NEET in Turkey, the origin and basis of NEET and regulatory policy recommendations are discussed. In addition to the distinction between youth unemployment and NEET, the general situation in the labor market is also included with data. In the study, which has a descriptive research method; In the light of literature review and secondary data, it is aimed to reveal the young population (NEET) between the ages of 15-29 who are not involved in education and employment, to analyze its causes and to determine appropriate strategies to bring it into the economy.

Keywords: NEET, Young Labor Force, Employment.
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EXPLORING THE FACTORS THAT AFFECT CONSUMERS’ EXPECTENCY, VALUE, AND PURCHASE INTENTION IN SOCIAL E-COMMERCE: A STUDY OF PINGDUODUO

Deweif Feng

ABSTRACT

From 2010 to the end of 2014, China’s e-commerce industry developed vigorously, with transactions exceeding the European Union, Japan, and other developed regions and countries. Several e-commerce companies such as Taobao and JD.com have reached cooperation and common development. However, after entering 2018, the rapid rise of Pinduoduo has broken this balance and opened up another round of fierce competition in the e-commerce industry. This study research the factors that influence Chinese customers’ online attitudes and purchase intention towards social e-commerce. Considering expectation confirmation theory (ECT) and Expectancy-value theory (EVT), seven main variables including expectancy, four types of perceived values including price value, functional value, emotional value, social value, customer attitude towards social e-commerce, and customer purchase intention towards social e-commerce, are used to explore customers’ purchase intention in using social e-commerce apps. Collecting the results of 207 online questionnaires, the customers’ expectancy, value, attitude, and purchase intention by using social e-commerce apps have been examined. This paper provides practical cases for social e-commerce companies to expand the number of users, convert potential users, increase user loyalty, and increase consumer participation through social networks. And the results can help brand owners in social e-commerce platforms analyze how to make full use of the cooperation with social media and the Internet, thereby broadening brand sales channels, improving product design and promotion, and ultimately increasing product sales.
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ABSTRACT

There are many strategic management tools that support decision makers in the strategic management process. Despite the intensity of studies examining strategic management tools conceptually, studies examining these tools in the context of enterprise risk management (ERM) are very limited. In this context, it is considered that strategic management tools need to be placed in a conceptual and systematic framework in line with the objectives of ERM. In this study, it is aimed to identify strategic management tools in the context of COSO and ISO ERM Models and to integrate these tools with existing models. In the study, an approach called Enterprise Risk Management Based on Strategic Management Tools (SYAD-KRY) will be developed. This approach provides an integrated framework that brings together strategic management tools and ERM Models. In addition, based on the new approach, it is aimed to enable the determination of the level of implementation of this framework ERM in institutions, with a criterion called the SYAD-KRY Index. In this respect, it is foreseen that the SYAD-ERM Approach and Index will contribute to measuring and increasing the implementation efficiency of ERM frameworks based on strategic management tools for decision makers and strategists.

Keywords: Strategic Management, Strategic Management Tools, Enterprise Risk Management, SYAD-COSO ERM Model, SYAD-ISO ERM Model.
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ABSTRACT

The issues of multicollinearity and quality of fit are two popular topics in Almon distributed lag model as in most of regression models. Almon two-parameter ridge estimator is an estimator available in literature, and it has two biasing parameters one of which allows regulating multicollinearity and the other one allows improving quality of fit. For the same purposes, there also exists an estimator called restricted Almon two-parameter ridge estimator when exact linear restrictions are imposed on the coefficients. To raise estimation performance of these estimators, determination of two biasing parameters of unrestricted and restricted Almon two-parameter ridge estimators is crucial. Determination of these biasing parameters may be performed by conventional or contemporary methods. Of these, the former has been usually preferred whereas the latter has been rarely used. As a contemporary method, mathematical programming approach is employed for specifying two biasing parameters of the unrestricted and restricted Almon two-parameter ridge estimators, in this study. This innovative approach forms a system that solves two biasing parameters, simultaneously. We design various scenarios for this mathematical programming approach so that minimization of mean square error or maximization of coefficient of multiple determination is provided. In addition, to test the effect of these scenarios on the performance of the foregoing estimators, we prefer a dataset on the topic of global warming due to increasing popularity of this threat.
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ABSTRACT

Macroprudential policies became essential tools for policymakers to maintain financial stability, especially after the global financial crisis. The use of these policy instruments aims to reduce the cyclicality of the financial system by mitigating the fluctuations of loan growth and asset prices. In this study, we investigate the impact of macroprudential policies on the current account balance considering the link between external imbalances and financial stability. The sample consists of 34 countries including developed and developing countries and the period 1995Q1-2018Q4. We quantify the macroprudential policy stance by defining a variable that takes the value of 1 with the tightening, and -1 with the loosening. Building on a panel VAR model, we show that usage of an additional macroprudential instrument is associated with an improvement in the current account balance. With the tightening of the macroprudential policy, the ratio of the current account balance to gross domestic product improves by 0.2 points. Our findings suggest that the positive impact of macroprudential policy measures on the current account balance is stronger in the deficit countries.
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ABSTRACT

In the context of the rapid development of technology and e-commerce, the potential for mass customization is enormous in areas such as apparel and footwear manufacturing. With the rise of customized products, this study aims to explore the purchasing intention of Chinese consumers for online mass customization products. Previous studies focused on manufacturers' mass customization, and online mass customization (OMC) was analyzed from manufacturers' perspectives. Therefore, this study will focus on OMC in the eyes of consumers. In this study, perceived behavioral control takes additional price, perceived risk, attitude, and subject norms as variables based on the theory of planned behavior. A questionnaire survey was conducted to discuss consumers' unique needs and perceived risks on their purchase intention of online mass customization products. The main focus of this study is how additional prices affect consumers' thoughts on online mass customization from the financial dimension. A total of 252 samples were collected in the questionnaire. The results show that attitudes and subjective norms affect consumers' purchase intention, while the existence of perceived risk has no significant effect. The additional price contributes to the need for uniqueness which contributes to the formation of consumers' purchase intentions. Finally, the recommendations of this study are discussed, and a consumer perspective is given to OMC manufacturers.
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ABSTRACT

One of the basic principles of the world economy is the historical ties between the countries in strengthening economic ties. For this reason, the development of countries is based on the strengthening of ties with the countries with which they have historically been most closely linked. Along with all this, until modern times, countries have tried to strengthen their economies. This can be seen, for example, in the economic and political spheres of Azerbaijan-Poland economic relations and the ongoing bilateral relations.
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ABSTRACT

It is possible to say that each of the Mexican and Turkish automotive industries is developed as an assembly industry and shows great similarities to each other within this framework. However, due to its geographical proximity, the role of US-based automotive companies in the formation of the Mexican automotive industry has become greater, while the Ford Motor company, which entered the US automotive industry in Turkey, was able to take part only with the initiatives of the Otosan company in the 1960s. Another feature of the 1960s is that there were efforts to manufacture domestic cars in Turkey. Since the 1980s, in line with the direction of development of the world automotive industry, Turkey has been trying to make the country’s investment environment attractive for foreign international companies to produce in their countries. Mexico, even with the possibility of reaching new markets by providing 1990 regional agreements NAFTA ruling party of the Mexican automotive industry, we can say that U.S. firms were largely determined by the direction of development, Turkey’s automotive industry development direction of the company as determined by the first European, then we can say that companies are becoming more efficient in the Far East countries. On the other hand, the US Ford Motor company considered it sufficient to be involved in the Sunday only.

Turkey has decided to return from the policy of attracting foreign investments to its country since 2006, and in 2011 it was decided to produce domestic cars. As of December 2019, a prototype of a domestic car has been produced by the Automobile Enterprise Group of Turkey and work has begun on mass production. Thus, the problem of adaptation to the production of electric vehicles was decided to be overcome by moving to a new stage on the way to technology development. This approach was used by the South Korean automotive industry in the 1980s and was successful, and the ability to develop technology was acquired in a short time. In order to see the success of the application of this method in Turkey, it is thought that it is necessary to wait for the result of the domestic automobile project.

Mexico’s policy of opening up more to foreign sundays has been successful since the 1990s, and Mexico has become the most productive country in Latin America, surpassing Brazil in automotive industry production.
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ABSTRACT

Driven by the growing demand at the consumer and national levels, the "healthy food" that reduces sugar and fat in the food industry is trendy. With the participation of beverage giants and capital, various "zero ingredients" have become the selling points of "healthy food." "0 series" products came into being under this background. In many packaged foods with high oil and sugar, the product marked "0 sugar, 0 fat and 0 calories" is like a dark horse. The purpose of this paper is to explore the purchase intention of young Chinese consumers for such "0" series products, including the product type, product quantity, and purchase frequency of "0" series products. This study also plans to use the theory of planned behavior (TPB) to study the consumption motivation, participation, and purchase intention of "0" series foods under the regulation of cognitive bias, including five independent variables, including health consciousness, subjective norms, personal attitude, qualified behavior control, environmental consciousness. In addition, two moderating variables, namely, persistent food quality and involvement, have been tested. These variables indicate consumers' consumption intentions to the "0" series products. Based on the results of 250 online surveys, this study helps to expand our understanding of the purchase behavior of "0" series products. This study helps to expand our knowledge of the purchase behavior of "0" series products and determine the essential motivation to buy "0 sugar, 0 fat, 0 calories" food.
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ABSTRACT

Cryptocurrencies are peer-to-peer digital cash systems structured to allow direct electronic payments between parties without a financial intermediary. Unlike major financial assets, the price of a cryptocurrency is not relied on a tangible asset, on the contrary, it is determined by a cryptographic hash function. There is a huge debate about the cryptocurrencies whether they are handled as currency or not and what kind of external factors that affect the cryptocurrency pricing strategy. Conspicuously, economic factors are analyzed to bring to light the effects on the value of crypto currencies. Nonetheless, their values do not only depend on economic factors but also several technological factors because the underlying technological issues. As the economic factors, Euro-USD parity, Daw-Jones Industrial Average stock price, Gold and crude oil price and London Interbank Offered Rate, S&P 500 Index, CBOE Volatility Index and lastly US 10 Year Treasury Yields are figured out. Along with them, from the technological perspective, hashing rate and mining difficulty are regarded. During this study, machine learning algorithms are applied to illustrate the importance of the all economic and technological factors considered on current Bitcoin trading price. Random Forest, Decision tree, XG Boost and Extra Trees Regressors and Support Vector Machine are used for the machine learning algorithms. In advance of the implementation of the algorithms, the data are divided according to the time that WHO announced COVID-19 outbreak a pandemic. The reason behind that approach is to detect the effect of COVID-19 on economic and technological factors and relatively the price of the Bitcoin. Noticing that Bitcoin’s price experienced a sharp fall, from 9150 USD on 2020/03/06 to 4960 USD on 2020/03/12, which underlines the prominent impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on its price. Then, later Bitcoin’s price dramatically surged to 61283 USD, within a year. Thus, cryptocurrencies are prone to immense price inflation along with excess volatility. It was noticed that the Crude oil is the most important factor on the Bitcoin price after the pandemic has slightly less effect on it before pandemic. On the other hand, S&P 500 Index has highest importance on price before the pandemic in which has the second least important factor. To sum up, factors are analyzed on the prediction of the Bitcoin price in two time interval and technological factors are found to be more effective than most economic factors.
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ABSTRACT

Increasing trends in the purchase of electric vehicles (EV) in China have made an essential part of the automobile market in the country. EVs have gained substantial preference among affluent young educated individuals. Therefore, this paper investigates the factors that influence the purchase of EVs among young Chinese consumers. This research applied the theory of planned behavior and tested the following variables, personal innovativeness, environmental concerns, perceived symbols, subjective norms, perceived behavioral control, attitudes towards EV, and purchase intention. The quantitative research method has been employed along with the questionnaire survey method for data collection. The data has been collected from 332 participants. Hayes Process analysis has been performed to determine the relationship between independent, mediation, and dependent variables. The study results have shown that both personal innovativeness and environmental concerns have a positive relationship with perceived symbols and attitudes of consumers towards EV. Moreover, the mediation variables also have a positive association with consumers' purchase intentions in the Chinese market. This research can be valuable for stakeholders in the Chinese automobile market to effectively market EVs to enhance their attractiveness through attracting young consumers. Further, it makes theoretical contributions by developing an understanding of purchase intentions in the Chinese EV market.
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ABSTRACT

Virtual reality is a new development technology it was considered as the new direction of the video game. Users may realistically engage with VR technology by using one or more of their senses to interact with it. The customer can also use different equipment to interact with the virtual environment. With the advancement of new technology such as sophisticated cellphones, VR headsets, head-up displays, and ultra-high definition screens, VR has risen in popularity. The VR technology-based game has become an essential element for the video game industry. The reward of the Game of the Year has added a new award, the VR game of the year. Since that the market of VR technology has become important for the game industry. Also, the satisfaction of the customer becomes the determinant of the purchase. So, this study applied two theories, namely the technology acceptance model (TAM) and the expectation-disconfirmation model (EDM). Based on the results of 243 online surveys, the Chinese consumers' attitude and purchase intention toward VR technology can be influenced by the following factors: expectation, perceived ease of use, perceived usefulness, and perceived performance. By researching the customer's attitude and behavior, the hardware & software company can improve services and products based on their different requirements.

Keywords: China, Virtual Reality, Technology Acceptance Model, Video Game, Expectation-Disconfirmation Model.
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ABSTRACT

The online rail-hailing service is getting more and more popular in China, such as Didi Chuxing. Online rail-hailing companies need to understand what factors get in the way of using online rail-hailing services for consumers. Especially in recent years, many accidents and incidents happened when using online rail-hailing services. As a result, users' attitudes towards online rail-hailing changed. This research focuses on exploring the elements that reduce users' willingness to use online rail-hailing services. Risk is one of the most critical factors that will influence consumers' attitudes such as; conflict risk, performance risk, privacy risk, and security risk are used to indicate users' perceived risk. There are more than 200 people in China participated in this online survey. The data collected shows that the perceived risk is negatively related to consumers' willingness to use online rail-hailing. The security risk is the most significant factor that prevents consumers from using the services. This study contributes to a deeper understanding of elements that influence consumers' risk perception. Online rail-hailing companies can modify drivers' behaviors and reduce consumers' perceived risk based on the results from this research. It will help them maintain or increase users and market share instead of losing consumers because passengers' safety needs to be guaranteed.
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ABSTRACT

With the arrival of Generation Z, a variety of new forms of entertainment and industries are constantly created and updated, including the exceptionally prosperously booming industry of Blind Box. Although blind boxes are small, they are initiating a big splash in the market. It even created a series of new marketing methods and the “blind box economy” phenomenon applicable to many industries, including the traditional toy industry. Considering that during the COVID-19, people have little desire to consume toys that are not necessities of life, the sales of POP MART, which is engaged in the blind box toy industry, have not decreased but continue to create new highs. Therefore, this paper investigates POP MART consumer behavior intention, including the correlation between the product factors, value factors, consumers' willingness to pay, and loyalty. In this study, considering six main variables, including new product, market breakthrough, scarcity, functional value, symbolic value, and experiential value, are used to indicate consumers' continuous intention of buying POP MART. By combining with marketing analysis methods, this paper puts forward some marketing suggestions for the development of POP MART in response to its adverse problems and recent revenue declines. Meanwhile, to provide valuable content that can be referenced to some of the same enterprises or those who follow the "blind box" trend. In addition, as the current blind box market is still in the stage of rapid development, the research results and suggestions in this paper can help standardize the blind box market and promote its better and more orderly development.
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RISK PROFILES OF SOCIAL TRADERS WHO EXPERIENCED 2020 STOCK MARKET CRASH
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ABSTRACT

The aim of this study was to examine the risk profiles of social traders who experienced 2020 stock market crash. In previous studies a qualitative research was used to gather personal and professional information about social traders. Based on this information and the analysis of the strategic asset allocation, taking into account the investment horizon, an attempt is made to create the targeted risk profiles. With the help of the risk profiles, the willingness and ability to mitigate possible risks and threats based on suitable asset allocations in social traders’ portfolios can then be analyzed. This study gives advice both to social traders and social followers, but also makes additional contribution to the studies on the young topic of social trading.
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THE IMPACT OF SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING ON COLLEGE STUDENTS ATTITUDE DURING THE PANDEMIC
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ABSTRACT

The advertising platform used by marketers has gradually shifted from traditional media to social media. In China, more new social media platforms have emerged, such as WeChat, TikTok, QQ. The emergence of new platforms has opened up new possibilities of social media marketing options available to marketers. This paper explores the factors that influence Chinese college students' buying attitudes in social media marketing in the current Chinese market. In order to clearly explain how marketers use social media advertising to change the empathy expression concept of users, thereby affecting consumers' purchase intentions, this paper proposes a conceptual model based on social media marketing value. The questionnaire is the primary data collection tool used in this study. This research collected 350 questionnaire results from Chinese college students. According to SPSS analysis, it is finally found that five aspects of the value of social media marketing (informative, interactive, social, entertaining, and credible) will affect college students' attitudes toward social media marketing. At the same time, college students' attitudes toward social media marketing are closely related to their willingness to make further purchases. Combined with the new social media marketing approaches specific to the Chinese market at this stage, this study can provide marketers with some suggestions and help improve business performance.
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ABSTRACT

With years of rapid growth of production and consumption, lacking concerns on long-term and sustainable development, there is a global environmental crisis triggering greater emergence of ecological awareness movements and consumption of healthy food. The outbreak of the COVID pandemic has been accelerating the demands of organic food and contributing to the changes of young Chinese consumers’ purchase behavior on organic food in various aspects. This study seeks to explore the extended theory of planned behavior (E-TPB) model factors influencing Chinese young consumers’ purchase intention on organic food during the COVID-19 pandemic. Utilizing the E-TPB model, this study examines six variables: attitude, subjective norm, perceived behavioral control, moral attitude, health consciousness, and purchase intention. A total of 250 valid online questionnaire responses were collected to test the measurement and proposed model empirically. The study sample covers the group of targeted millennials. The findings provide practical insights for the organic food industry, marketing, and Chinese millennials during the COVID-19 pandemic crisis. It can benefit the marketer and researchers of the organic food industry to have a better solution when dealing with the epidemic and adjust their marketing and production strategy to satisfy customers’ expectations. Furthermore, this research can contribute to the organic food industry, especially the marketer and manufacturer, by understanding customers’ purchase intention confronting the COVID pandemic and testing the extended theory of planned behavior model for future research.

Keywords: China, Organic Food, Millennials, Theory of Planned Behavior, COVID-19, Purchase Intention.
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ABSTRACT

There are more than a billion online game players worldwide. Games have traditionally been more popular with males. Although females account for half of the number of game players, there are still many obstacles for female players to play online games. However, there aren’t many reports on the impact of gender differences on the development of online games now. Previous studies mainly focused on the factors affecting players’ game perception, while few studies compared the differences between consumers of different genders. Therefore, this research topic focuses on gender differences in consumers’ perceptions of online games. A total of 250 questionnaires were collected, including 127 from males and 123 from females. This research uses the combination of the technology acceptance model (TAM) and the Use and Gratification (U&G) model to explore the impact of utilitarian motivation, perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use, and experiential motivation on consumers’ attitude and behavioral intention, and the relationship between these factors and the actual consumption behavior of consumers. The results of this study are conducive to the online game development and research company to achieve the balance of game perception for different gender consumers in the future game design to further improve consumers’ consumption desire and achieve commercial value.

Keywords: Gender Difference, Online Games, Uses and Gratification Theory (U&G), Technology Acceptance Model (TAM), China.
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A STUDY OF THE ATTITUDE AND WILLINGNESS OF THE MALE CONSUMERS TO CONSUME PERSONAL CARE PRODUCTS IN CHINA
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ABSTRACT

With the development of society and economy, people’s living standards have improved, followed by increased self-awareness. Unlike the traditional concept that only women can use personal care products (e.g., skincare, cosmetics), more and more male consumers are becoming acceptable to purchase and use personal care products. As a country with a large population, statistics show that the male personal care products market in China has become the largest market globally and continues to expand. For such a large market, relatively few studies have focused on men's personal care compared with studies on women. Therefore, this study explores the motivation factors and attitudes of Chinese male consumers by investigating their cognition level and purchase intention of personal care products. Combining the ABC Model of Attitude and theory of planned behavior (TPB), there are nine variables, including beauty consciousness, health consciousness, vanity, masculinity, attitude, grooming products, skincare products, cosmetics, and fragrance have been tested to indicate customers' continuous intention of purchasing personal care product. In the form of a questionnaire survey, this study collected more than 200 questionnaires to investigate the consumption attitudes of male consumers towards personal care products in the Chinese market. Although personal care products are traditionally associated with women, the data provided in this study will help cosmetics companies understand and gain insight into the importance and trends of facial care among Chinese men.
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EXPLORING THE INTERACTION OF CELEBRITY WORSHIP AND CELEBRITY ENDORSER EXPERTISE ON CUSTOMER PURCHASE BEHAVIOR
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ABSTRACT

Celebrity endorsement is a standard method among clothing brands. The strength of the fan economy in China makes celebrities hot in the clothing market. In China, apart from imitating and worshiping celebrity behavior, followers are also willing to consume celebrities endorse brands, like purchasing luxury products they cannot afford. However, as the scandals of celebrity endorsement frequently occur, the credibility of celebrity endorsers is mired in controversy by customers. To test how celebrity expertise in an endorsement influences Chinese customer behavior, the study adopts an online questionnaire to explore the effect through the appropriateness of the celebrity in a clothing endorsement and investigate the interaction between customer’s celebrity worship behavior and celebrity endorser’s expertise. The data from the sample of 365 Chinese clothing consumers confirm the hypotheses that endorser expertise was significantly positively associated with the appropriateness of endorser in an endorsement, consumers’ attitude, and their purchase intention. Moreover, customers with celebrity worship behaviors presented an interactive effect on the suitability of endorsers with different expertise levels of the endorser. Under the circumstance of celebrity worship, endorser expertise and appropriateness of the endorser in an endorsement suggested a stronger positive correlation. For customers, celebrity worship promoted the relationship between endorser expertise and their attitude more positively.
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ABSTRACT

From posters to billboards, especially currently with the internet, advertisements show their benefits more than ever. Today, the competition within the market is increasingly fierce, which we can observe from advertisements we see all the time. Due to the interactivity, the competitiveness of offline advertising and traditional mass media advertising is far inferior to social media ads. As brands consider how to attract consumers, they notice that the most frequently used social media platform has the highest exposure, and exposure brings brand awareness. With the priority of advertising on fast-moving brands gradually shifting to social media platforms, this article explores the impact of fast-moving product advertisements on social media platforms on consumers’ repeated purchase intentions. According to Utilitarian Motivation and Hedonic Motivation theories, six variables were tested, including brand communication, utilization value, hedonic value, brand trust, brand use, and brand loyalty, which are used to determine consumers’ repeated purchase intentions. Based on 210 questionnaire survey results collected, we used Hayes process macro analysis to test the relationships of the variables. The research results provide a reference for the e-commerce and marketing industries, and to a certain extent, predict the advertising of fast-moving brands in the future. This research will also help fast-moving brands reduce losses and increase the effectiveness of advertising by studying the consumption patterns of social media users.

Keywords: China, Social Media Platform Advertisement, Fast-Moving Consumer Goods, Brand Loyalty.
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CONSUMER EXPERIENCES, ATTITUDE, AND BEHAVIORAL INTENTION TOWARD VIRTUAL UPLOADER (VUP) IN CHINA
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ABSTRACT

Virtual Youtubers and Virtual uploaders (Vup) refer to those who use a virtual image instead of their physical appearance to live stream or make a video. This new type of live streaming is popular in China due to both software and hardware development. Audiences of Vups have more differences from the viewers of traditional streamers. To study different consumer behavior of these audiences, this paper explores Chinese customers’ experiences, attitudes, and behavioral intentions toward Vup. This study applied the Stimulus Organism Response Theory (SOR), with nine main variables including interactivity: active control, interactivity: two-way communication, interactivity: synchronicity, humor appeal, portrait appeal, attitude, behavior intention on sending streaming gifts, consuming products about Vup, and consuming an endorsed product. Based on the results of 250 online surveys, the Chinese consumers’ online live streaming and consuming behavior on Vup has been examined. The findings show differences in consumer behavior in this new market, providing developed strategy and commercial projects for the Vups and brands that what to hire Vups to promote their products. Furthermore, it reduces the loss and risk of this business caused by the incomprehension of the consumers’ behavior by offering a better consumer portrait, which will be helpful in the commercialization of this business.
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ABSTRACT

As the country with the second-largest GDP, China is a massive market for alcoholic beverages. Moreover, China’s demand for Western alcoholic beverages has increased sharply in recent years. And the Chinese alcoholic consumption didn’t decrease too much under the blow of COVID-19. Due to the improvement of women’s social and economic status, more and more Chinese women tend to purchase alcoholic beverages represented by beer more frequently in Chinese history. The country of origin (COO) of beer is undoubtedly a significant feature that affects Chinese women’s purchase intention. Thus, this paper explores the COO effect on female alcoholic beverages purchase intention in China. Considering the impact of the COO theory, six variables were tested: made-in country, brand origin country, perceived quantity, perceived value, brand loyalty, and purchase intention. Based on the responses of 288 online surveys, the Chinese females’ alcoholic beverages consumption behavior has been examined. The findings provide practical cases for market researchers to study and understand female alcohol consumption behavior. It also contributes to international alcoholic brands to conduct specific marketing strategies for the emerging market segments of Chinese female consumers. This empirical study on the emerging Chinese female market with colossal purchasing power is of great significance and unique value for marketers and research scholars.
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ABSTRACT

With the fast development of the economy, infrastructure construction, and many other sectors, China has been developing at an unprecedented speed, becoming a new growth driver of the world. Significant resources are channeled, and massive investments are flooded in, tapping into China’s potential niche markets. Chinese perfume market is one of them. Especially amid the COVID-19 pandemic, more and more Chinese young consumers are exposed to perfume through online shopping. As a result, wearing perfume is gradually becoming part of their daily routine. With the unexpected boosting perfume market in China, this paper explores the factors that trigger Chinese Generation Z purchasing intention when selecting perfumes. Self-Determined Theory was conceptualized in this paper and tested the following variables: competitive edge, autonomy, relatedness, curiosity, and personality, which are used to explore Chinese young people’s purchasing behaviors towards selecting perfumes. Based on the results of 411 online surveys responses, Chinese Generation Z’s perfume purchasing habits have been examined. The findings play an important part in analyzing the critical influencing factors related to young Chinese consumer groups. Through this study, marketers worldwide can better target Chinese consumers’ psychological changes and determine factors for precise positioning and refining the highlights of the perfume products toward Chinese perfume markets.
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ABSTRACT

Since the beginning of the 21st century, the rapid development of Internet technology has changed humanity’s way of life. With the increasing portability of the Internet and the growing user population base, online health care has emerged. This emerging approach has helped solve the scarcity and high cost of medical resources for most citizens. As one of the two poles of Internet economic growth, China’s online health care has exploded since 2010. However, online health and medical service quality are uneven due to a lack of regulatory experience and regulations. This study explores the factors that influence the evaluation of services by online health care patients are. The report uses the DeLone and McLean Model of Information Systems Success (D&M) and Expectation-Confirmation Model of IS Continuance (ECM-IT) and proposes seven main variables. They are information quality, system quality, service quality, confirmation, perceived usefulness, user satisfaction, and continued intention to use. In addition, this article uses an online questionnaire to survey respondents who have used online health care. Finally, the results of this study provide references for major Chinese websites that offer online health care to help them standardize their medical services and obtain higher patient satisfaction. In addition to helping regulate online health care, this research can also help improve the overall efficiency of China’s medical industry.
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INFLUENCER MARKETING IN CHINA: HOMOPHILY AND CONSUMER PURCHASE BEHAVIOR
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ABSTRACT

In recent years, the popularity of social media has catalyzed the development of e-commerce and the emergence of social media influencers. It has accelerated the development of short videos, vlogs, and other digital videos, making them expand faster than print magazines or social networks. Social media influencers (SMIs) have amassed a large following through their specific celebrity personas, which has dramatically increased the impact of SMIs on online purchase behaviors. Therefore, brands and SMIs need to attach great importance to the narrative strategies used to create word of mouth to achieve the desired impact while reducing potential negative consumer reactions. This paper explores the relationship between homophily and consumer purchase behavior in China’s influencer economy. Homophily includes attitude, background, value, and appearance. Emotional attachment, Vloggers’ popularity, and Vlog engagement are tested as mediating variables in the relationship between homophily and consumer purchase behavior to explore their relationship further. The results of 262 online surveys provide the retail industry with a practical case for online influencer marketing, e-commerce, and digital transformation. At the same time, the actual research of online influencer marketing provides a reference for the electronic transformation of brands, SMIs, and other traditional industries. By studying the relationship between homogeneity and consumer buying behavior, this paper will help to improve the marketing strategies of SMIs and their partners and reduce the losses of digital transformation of traditional industries.
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ABSTRACT

China’s e-commerce development is far different from other countries, with the characteristics of short development time and rapid growth. Compared with traditional consumption patterns, online shopping has higher perceived risks. Consumers will always feel a certain degree of risk when shopping via the Internet. Therefore, it is essential to determine which risks will have the most significant impact on online sales. This study explores the factors that influence Chinese consumers’ online shopping. It focuses on perceived risk as a framework to examine the relationship between perceived risks and consumers’ online shopping behavior. The perceived risks include financial risk, product risk, security risk, time risk, social risk, and psychological risk. This study uses a data collection survey method and hypothesis testing using quantitative analysis. The data were analyzed quantitatively using SPSS. The result shows that all the risks have varying degrees of negative impact on consumers’ online purchase intentions. The security risk is the main factor preventing consumers from purchasing online, while the social risk is the least significant impact. The significance of this study is to provide helpful information for online retailers’ e-commerce activities, avoid risks in online shopping for consumers, and create a better e-commerce consumer environment.
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ABSTRACT

In China, with the development of the economy and the improvement of people’s living standards, people are increasingly concerned about whether their lifestyle is healthy, whether their food is safe and whether the ecological environment is good. Dietary supplements are nutritional medicines that can improve an individual’s overall health and well-being and reduce the risk of disease. There is evidence that these products are becoming more and more popular worldwide, especially among college students. This paper explores the purchasing needs and corresponding influencing conditions of dietary supplements among Chinese college students. Considering the theory of planned behavior (TPB), five variables, including health value, product knowledge, attitudes, subjective norms, and perceived behavioral control, were used to illustrate the purchase intention of dietary supplements among college students. Based on the results of 220 online surveys, we examined the conditions that influence the purchase of dietary supplements by Chinese college students. The results reference dietary supplement enterprises to expand the market and carry out marketing among Chinese college students. It can significantly help enterprises to understand the different factors affecting the purchase intention of college students, and at the same time, provide a reference for other industries.
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ABSTRACT

This study aims to explore the factors that influence Chinese tourists’ intention to purchase cruise travel products after the restart of China’s cruise industry in 2021. After more than a year of suspension, China’s cruise industry began to gradually return to normal. Although COVID-19 control in China has made significant progress, health and safety factor has become one of the concerns for Chinese consumers when purchasing cruise travel products. The traditional consumer intention model is no longer applicable to China in this special period, hence the need to re-explore the factors that influence the willingness of Chinese tourists to purchase cruise tourism products. Using a quantitative research method, the author collected data in the form of online questionnaire with hundreds of random Chinese citizens. The research results demonstrated that Chinese consumers’ behavior was still consistent to the theory of planned behavior (TPB), and perceived level of safety and health, government policies and restrictions, and perceived satisfaction together affected consumers’ purchase intention. Based on such findings, this study provides feasible marketing strategies.
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ABSTRACT

In 2021, more and more consumers tried to use live selling to buy goods. Live selling is a new business model, a shopping form with a high degree of human-computer interaction. The COVID-19 outbreak has also encouraged young people to use e-shopping as a means of online payment and contactless delivery to reduce risk. For consumers, live shopping is a way of purchase and a new form of entertainment. Even if they do not buy goods, many customers are still willing to watch the live broadcast of anchors in the live broadcast room. This paper explores Chinese consumers’ attitudes, behavior, and expectations towards live selling. The factors influencing consumer behavior such as utilitarian value, hedonic value, symbolic value, consumer involvement, consumer satisfaction, and consumer engagement are analyzed to determine the factors affecting consumers’ live broadcast shopping. Based on the results of 261 online surveys, this paper investigates Chinese consumers’ behavior and influencing factors on live broadcast shopping. The research results provide data support and practical cases for live shopping platforms and live streamers. It can help live streaming platforms and anchors guide consumers to consume more efficiently, help businesses understand the real needs of consumers, reduce the cost of live streaming and increase the flow of live streaming shopping.
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ABSTRACT

Under the background of globalization, fast food organizations have expanded their operations rapidly in different countries. China is a country where fast food consumption is increased in the past few years. Among fast-food industries, American fast food (e.g., McDonald, KFC) occupied a large market in the Chinese fast-food market. Currently, among Chinese customers, college students have become one of the most influential groups. With the excellent localization of American fast-food products, fast food has provided young generations with a good product and consumer experience, and young people prefer to purchase products in American fast-food restaurants. This study explores the factors that influence the fast-food consumption behavior of Chinese customers. This study applied the theory of planned behavior (TPB), including attitude, subjective norms, perceived control behavior, and behavioral intention. Based on more than 200 online surveys, the factors influencing American fast-food consumption in China among college students have been investigated. The results could help researchers mitigate a research gap while discussing how to focus on various factors that influence fast-food consumption. This research could also help foreign fast-food companies that want to expand in China with how to rapidly grow fast-food chains while keeping their identity and the importance of adapting localization strategies.
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ABSTRACT

Snacks have considerable markets in China, especially with the economy improving, the Chinese’ modern living concept is changing, and they pay more attention to their health. The health-conscious choices are shown in their food choices. Healthy snacks are more and more popular such as nuts, dried fruits, as forest-based snacks. In recent years, Three Squirrels, a Chinese-based snacks company, focused on forest-based food and became popular in China as a forest-based snacks leader. So, this paper explores consumer behavior of forest-based snacks in China nowadays, using the Customer Perceived Value (CPV) model, which includes variables such as products perceived value (health value, emotional value, convenience value, function price value, function quality value, and social value), attitudes, and purchase intention. Based on 208 online surveys, forest-based snacks' perceived value can affect Chinese attitude and purchase intention. Research results provide practical cases for forest-based snacks to improve their specific perceived value. Improvement of some perceived values can better Chinese attitude and purchase intention; more persons have particular reasons to buy forest-based snacks. Health has become one factor that can affect consumer behavior; compared with junk food, nuts and dried fruits are healthier, health and convenience become two reasons for consumers buying nuts.
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ABSTRACT

In recent years, online live shopping has been widely accepted and respected by consumers. Live shopping has gradually changed consumers' shopping habits and has become an essential part of people's lives by providing consumers with more accurate product information in an exciting way. Fresh agricultural products are an emerging industry branch in live shopping, with a low penetration rate and great market prospect in the future. However, as the fresh agricultural products are perishable, they are not easy to store and transport, so the cost is high. Furthermore, using live shopping to buy agricultural products, consumers can only go through the observation or anchor described to get to know the product information, which makes decision-making challenging to purchase fresh agricultural products on the Internet. In this paper, the research hypotheses are proposed by combining the characteristics of fresh agricultural products, the features of e-commerce (interactivity), adding information source credibility, interactivity, perceived risk, and hedonic motivation factors based on the (Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology) UTAUT theoretical model. The results show that performance expectation, effort expectation, interactivity, hedonic motivation, and credible information source positively affected consumers' online shopping intention of fresh agricultural products. The perceived risk significantly affected consumers' online shopping intention of fresh agricultural products. Online purchasing frequency and online shopping experience moderate consumers' live shopping of fresh agricultural products. This paper provides suggestions for the agricultural farm and helps farmers increase consumers' online shopping satisfaction of fresh agricultural products, and to encourage more consumers via live shopping fresh agricultural products, increase the farmer's sales.
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ABSTRACT

Currently, organically grown and environmentally friendly products are gaining worldwide acceptance among a rising number of green consumers. A wide variety of factors contribute to the growing preference for organic food not only in developed countries but also in developing countries like China. There is also a noticeable growth in the production and consumption of organic food in China thanks to the increasing disposable income, rising health-conscious, and high incidence of lifestyle diseases. This paper identifies how consumers’ perception of organic food influences their purchase intention and the relationship between them. Considering the Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) model, five main variables, including nutritional value, safety value, quality value, environmental value, and animal welfare, are employed to study consumers’ purchasing and consumption behavior of organic food. This study investigated the behavior of Chinese consumers in purchasing organically-produced food based on the results of 250 online questionnaires. This study acquired a detailed observation that consumers’ perception of organic food products significantly affects their behavioral intentions and then contributes to the actual shopping of organic food. The results also offer practical cases and useful information for the organic food industry to formulate marketing strategies to persuade green consumers to buy organically produced and environmentally friendly food in the Chinese market.

Keywords: Organic Food, China, Theory of Reasoned Action, Consumers’ Perception, Purchase Intention, Actual Purchase Behaviour.
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ABSTRACT

China’s luxury goods market has continued to show a strength that cannot be underestimated in recent years. Especially with the outbreak of the COVID-19 epidemic, the global luxury goods market has been hit, and only the Chinese market has been active. However, because the development history of the luxury market in China is not as long as that in Europe and the United States, the research on the unique nature of Chinese luxury consumers is limited. As the Chinese market is so huge and has great potential, this article explores Chinese consumers' attitudes towards luxury product consumption and how it affects their purchase intention. The nine main variables include status consumption, need for uniqueness, public self-consciousness, value consciousness, brand consciousness, materialism, social comparison, luxury innovativeness, luxury involvement, to show their influence on attitude and purchase intention. Based on 247 online surveys, the research results show the factors that influence the luxury consumption of Chinese luxury consumers and provide examples. It has particular guiding significance on improving the marketing strategy of luxury brands in the Chinese market in a targeted manner. It helps them study and implement more optimized promotion programs to increase sales in the Chinese market.

Keywords: China, Luxury Brands, Attitude, Consumer Behaviour, Luxury Products.
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ABSTRACT

This research mainly studies the relationship between the three components of the physical environment (decorative crafts, spatial layout and ambient condition), cultural proximity, brand authenticity and customer behavior intention. A total of 250 customers were investigated in this study, and the theory of stimulus organization response model was used to test the hypothesis. The research found that the physical environmental factors of hot pot restaurants have a great impact on customers’ cognition of cultural proximity and brand authenticity of hot pot brands, and will directly / indirectly affect customer behavior intention, these three components of the physical environment can have a positive impact on the cultural proximity and brand authentication of the hot pot brand recognized by customers, and have a positive impact on customer behavior intention through cultural proximity and brand authentication. At the same time, this research found that the three components of the physical environment in the hot pot restaurant are important predictors of customers’ final consumption intention. This research will provide hot pot brand operators with a more efficient way to attract customers, and affect customer behavior intention through the decoration of the physical environment in the hot pot restaurant, so as to attract more customers for their own hot pot brand and improve customer loyalty.

Keywords: Decorative Crafts; Spatial Layout; Ambient Condition; Cultural Proximity; Brand Authenticity; Customer Behavior Intention.
FINANCIALIZATION: EVALUATION OF TERM FROM BOTH KEYNESIAN AND MARXIST PERSPECTIVE
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ABSTRACT

Finance, from the Jews lending money in the streets Vienna back in the 1179s and laying fundamentals of modern day banking in Italy in the 1340s to constituting "portfolio society" and bringing about crisis that directly results in distortion in the society, has always played crucial role in everyday life. This immense change in the role of finance caused term financialization to receive immense attention from scholars.

Minsk describes financialization as form of capitalism, ‘money managing capitalism’, that eventually takes everything around under its influence. According to Minsk, ‘money managing capitalism’ is the main reason why there are fluctuations in the modern economies, thus, major disruptions erupts as it cements Minsk's’s ‘instability hypothesis’. Furthermore, in order to draw more compulsive image of Keynesian financialization perspective, we ought to point out four main ideas that are vital to Keynesian view such as dwindling and distributing labour wages, increasing impact of shareholder value and ‘animal spirit’ among economical actors that brings about 'irrational exuberances', shift of power within the economy from real sector to financial sector and lastly, propensity towards wealth and debt based consumption.

Marx, despite not mentioning financialization, paves the way for Post-Marxist economist via explaining the capital and money equations and how they are created through transactions. In addition, with financialization or with the advance of the neoliberalism, above mentioned equations, face with drastic change and 'loan' is created, thereby, growth can be promoted and ‘loanable money capital’ (LMC) can be found. However, LMC is detrimental to economies since it requires reconstruction of society as well as obtaining crisis bearing sub-content known as ‘interest bearing capital’ (IBC). Therefore, this accumulation system driven by the ‘interest bearing capital’ lays the groundwork for Post-Marxist economists for what is called financialization.

In conclusion, our main purpose is to tackle key differences and similarities between Keynesian and Marxist views on financialization by explaining both side theoretically and their defenders opinions rigorously.

Keywords: Finance, Financialization, Keynesian Approach to Financialization, Marxist Approach to Financialization.
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ABSTRACT

Nowadays, celebrity scandals are everywhere and have become a global phenomenon. When celebrities are involved in illegal activities, they will face punishment, and the products or services they endorse will also face certain risks. In 2021, more and more celebrity scandals in the entertainment industry in China have been exposed to the public. So, this study applied the attribution and expectancy violation theory which examine the effects of celebrity scandals on cognition (e.g., perceived responsibility), emotion (e.g., anger), and behavioral intention (e.g., negative word-of-mouth) of Chinese customers. The study uses online questionnaires to collect data and uses SPSS to process data. The results also show that the characteristics of celebrity scandal (e.g., fan identification and intentionality) influence NWOM (Negative word of mouth) through perceived responsibility. The perceived responsibility has a critical impact which is associate with NWOM while the anger shows much less influence. This research can make a certain contribution to the research on crisis management in the face of celebrity spokesperson scandals. As a spokesperson with lots of stakeholders behind his back, Kris Wu, the brands he endorses need to better understand the attitudes of customers towards them in order to make targeted adjustments.

Keywords: Celebrity Scandal, Fan Identification, Negative Word of Mouth, Emotion, Cognition, China.
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ABSTRACT

Last-mile delivery has become a place of fierce competition in the driver-less smart logistics market, with some large companies such as Meituan, Jingdong, new start-ups such as Neolithic and Zhiwalker. Alibaba promoted the delivery service of rookie unmanned vehicles in 2021, which is equipped with multiple radars and cameras to realize unmanned door-to-door delivery. This paper explores consumers' attitudes and intention to adopt the newly developed unmanned distribution service through motivated consumer innovativeness (MCI) and perceived risk. The analysis of the collected consumer data shows that MCI is a significant positive predictor of consumer attitudes and intentions, while perceived risk has a significant negative impact on attitude. The business logic of the unmanned distribution business in last-mile delivery is straightforward. The unmanned distribution vehicle replaces the distributor and the traditional logistics vehicle, reducing the labor cost. As a result, the enterprise only needs to pay the unmanned distribution vehicle's purchase, operation, and maintenance fee. In short, the enterprise operation cost saved by replacing the workforce with unmanned distribution vehicles is the potential market development space for unmanned distribution. Alibaba has previously begun small-scale trial operations in some areas, such as college campuses. However, they have not been popularized and used nationwide, which is still a new technology for most consumers. The results of this study will mainly help companies understand consumers' attitudes and intentions towards unmanned distribution services and formulate successful unmanned distribution strategies.

Keywords: Last Mile Delivery, Unmanned Distribution Vehicles, Motivated Consumer Innovativeness (MCI), Perceived Risk.
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ABSTRACT

In 2019, the COVID-19 epidemic broke out in China. The epidemic decreases the sales of small and medium-sized automobile companies while promoting the value of the electric vehicle industry. As an emerging industry of strategic significance, the new energy automobile industry is of great importance to China’s economic development. Therefore, the growth of electric vehicles (EV) in China is rapid. This study examines the relationship between the target group and electric vehicle value proposition (i.e., car performance), customer relationships (i.e., charging network), channels (i.e., purchase experience), and price. Using SPSS as a statistical tool to generate data, the findings show that four factors affect consumer satisfaction, and value proposition and price significantly impact consumer satisfaction. Understanding the motivations of consumers for buying Tesla electric vehicles will help Tesla marketers understand the needs of electric vehicle consumers. It will also help marketers formulate appropriate marketing strategies and establish good consumer relationships. This research provides an insight into the electric vehicle market in China. Companies can understand what consumers care about when buying electric vehicles and offer suggestions to marketing directions. In addition, research can also guide consumers when purchasing other electric cars and evaluate their satisfaction level.

Keywords: Value Proposition, Electric Vehicles, Automotive Industry, China, Tesla.
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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this paper is to learn the current situation of gender-type toys for young children, analyze the factors that relate to customer’s purchasing decisions, find out the factors that influence consumer groups, find out how these factors influence the consumer’s purchasing decision and provide the guidance for toymaker and stores to know about customer’s preferences. It includes the specific situation and background analysis of gender-typed toys at the present stage, such as safety, word of mouth, and price. The other part analyzes different factors that affect consumer purchasing decisions, such as for purposes of using-related factors, emotional-related factors, information-related factors, and cost-related factors. This study will run through a literature review, questionnaire survey, and statistical analysis. In today’s society, the difference between men and women is visible to the naked eye. Men play a prominent leadership role. Men tend to think rationally, while women tend to think emotionally. Usually, the differences in male and female thinking are strongly linked to childhood experiences. By studying the toy preferences of boys and girls in childhood, we can better understand the differences between males and females in the initial stage. Helpful information for toy manufacturers and store holders will be shown. Through the valuable information, manufacturers can make more competitive gender-typed toys, and marketers can do a better market action.

Keywords: Gender-Typed Toys, Related Factors, Customers’ Purchasing Decision, Children.
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ABSTRACT

In the era of the Internet, the convenience and novel of E-commerce live streaming attracted a growing number of people to watch live streaming. On the other hand, anchors use the network platform to do live stream sales, which is a new popular marketing means rising in recent years. This paper aims to explore the impact of anchor’s reputation on live audience’s purchase intention in E-commerce live streaming. Based on the Information-Interpretation-Response (IIR) and Elaboration likelihood model (ELM) theory, this study constructed the theoretical framework of the impact of anchor’s reputation on consumers’ purchase intention under the E-commerce live streaming background by using the theoretical framework of ELM and verifies the psychological mechanism affecting consumers’ purchase intention in the E-commerce live streaming, including anchor’s reputation, perceived risk, perceived popularity, source attractiveness and hedonic, attitude towards products and purchase intention are eight main variables. Based on the results of 252 online surveys, the impact of the anchor’s reputation on the purchase intention of Chinese young audiences is examined. The finding refined the factors affecting the audience’s purchase intention in E-commerce live streaming and made up for the blank of the previous studies. By understanding the impact of anchor’s reputation on consumers, this study can help E-commerce sellers understand consumers’ thoughts and behaviors and realize the importance of strengthening their reputation ability, so as to use good reputation to reduce consumers’ perceived risk of transactions, stimulating consumers’ purchase intention. In addition, This study provides a theoretical basis for improving sellers’ profitability.

Keywords: China, E-Commercial Live Streaming, Anchors’ Reputation, Customer Purchase Intention, Customer Trust.
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ABSTRACT

In China, carbonated beverages are equally popular, and they have even occupied a leading position in the beverage development history of more than 30 years since China’s reform and opening up. However, in recent years, people’s health concepts have continuously improved, especially after COVID-19. As a result, people have paid increasing attention to the health of their diet, and the sugar content is one of the most important criteria for measuring the health of the diet. As a result, sugar-free sparkling water has become more and more famous in China, which can be seen on various Chinese social media. This paper explores the reasons for the rise of China’s sugar-free bubble water market and the rise of customer demand from social media. This study used qualitative research. The reason for the advancement of China’s sugar-free sparkling water market is closely related to the Chinese consumers’ pursuit of health, and it is also closely related to the massive investment of sugar-free bubble water companies such as Genki Forest in social media. The considerable investment is embodied in sponsoring popular programs and movies, advertising on popular social media software, and promotion on online shopping platforms. These reasons are of great reference to other companies of the same type and of great significance to public health policies aimed at reducing the consumption of sugary drinks and high-calorie foods.
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ABSTRACT

With the rapid development of Internet technology, advergames have expanded in business utilizing viral communication and playing an essential role in the marketing field. Advergames on mobile devices provide a marketing stickiness advantage. The effectiveness of advergames is well established, but there has been little professional research into what makes them so effective. This paper uses the theory of reasoned actions (TRA) model to analyze the internal and external factors that influence the effectiveness of mobile advergames in the market. This paper examines the influence of mobile advergames' degree of fit, game repetition, and brand familiarity on the user flow experience, brand attitude, and purchase intention. The data was analyzed using Hayes Process Macro. This paper summarizes the results of sample analysis that the fit of the brand of the mobile advergame is an essential factor affecting the flow experience. Also, all variables influence brand attitude and purchase intention. This study concludes the factors affecting the effectiveness of mobile advertising games and puts forward corresponding suggestions. At the same time, the paper also summarizes the shortcomings of this study. Finally, it puts forward the expectation of relevant research, hoping that this paper can bring valuable opinions for relevant research.
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ABSTRACT

Main objectives of this theoretical contribution pertain to reigniting discussion, advancing conceptual clarity, and promoting reflexive understanding concerning heterogeneity and diversity of current approaches to social science in the ideologically pluralistic field of management and organizations. The framework for this undertaking is based on meta-theory of sociological paradigms underlying organizational research. Key contributions and milestones in the so-called "paradigm wars" are reviewed within their historical context, conceptually integrated, and applied to recent academic debates. Foci of the analyzed corpus of literature are controversies between conventional (functionalist, affirmative) and critical (reformist, antagonistic) scholarly traditions. Following an influential taxonomy, representing sociology of regulation (order) or radical change (conflict), and conceiving social realities as either objective or subjective, differentiates functionalist, radical structuralist, interpretive, and radical humanist paradigms. Historical transformations molded these ontological, epistemological, and axiological configurations into post-positivist (normative, mainstream), interpretative (constructivist, hermeneutic), postmodern (dialogic, post-structural), and critical (dialectic, antagonistic) research approaches. After reviewing these developments, meta-theoretical models and methods are applied to analyze current academic debates, specifically, ideological controversies involving critical management studies. Distinguishing degree (first/second-order) and location (within/across boundaries) delineates fundamental and foundational inter- and intra-paradigmatic conflicts. These are labelled as: a) the evidence-debate, led against postpositive functionalists; b) the domestic performativity-debate among critical scholars; c) the managerialism-debate with radical critics and neo-structuralists; and d) the ideology-debate representing influences of critical management in adjacent fields, exemplified by recent emergence of the paradigm of critical work and organizational psychology. Dynamics within and across delineated conflicts are framed as fermenting and fragmenting forces, driving paradigm delineation, differentiation, dissemination, and disintegration. Partly, these are propelled by dialectics of incremental and radical change, compromise and conflict, pragmatism and principled refusal. Associated dilemmas are discussed as notoriously plaguing and perturbing, but also potentially energizing and galvanizing critical social movements. To conclude, paradigms in organizational research reflect distinct modes of knowledge-creation, meaning-making and normative judgements, delineating structural demarcations and ideological rifts. Analyzing implied antagonisms and undisclosed tensions within a meta-theoretical framework promises more self-reflexive scholarship, deeper understanding, and proficient navigation of the management and organizational literature as an ideologically contested domain of social science.
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ABSTRACT

The emergence of COVID-19 has made a big difference in consumers’ lifestyles. Due to strict government regulations restricting going out in mainland China, people have explored community group-buying methods to get daily necessities without going out during their quarantine time and to prevent the spread of the virus. So, this study examines people’s attitudes towards community group-buying in the post-epidemic era when the government’s restrictions are still ongoing but are not as strict as before. During the epidemic, such group-buying has solved people’s basic purchasing needs while reducing the number of people going out. This paper collected more than 200 questionnaires about consumers’ willingness to use community group-buying platforms in the post-epidemic era. This study applied the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) and the Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB), including the following variables: subjective norm, perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use, attitude to use, intention to use, and customer behavior. Community group buying is a long-established buying practice based on the buyers’ locations, and it has become widely known during the COVID-19 pandemic. This study provides the development of community group-buying in mainland China and offers more information for e-commerce platforms on the new trend of community group buying.
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HAVAYOLU OPERASYONLARINDA DİVERT RİSKİNİN YÖNETILMESİ
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ÖZET


Hava yolları operasyon yönetiminin optimum düzeyde karar ve uygulamalarla içra edilmesi ile rekabet avantajı sağlanmak amacıyla AOCC organizasyonuna gitmişlerdir. AOCC Havayolunun uçuş programını aksamadan uygulayarak havayollarına ilave maliyetlerin yansıması önleyip gelirlerin arttırılmasını amaçlamaktadır. Daha önce divert eden seferin kısa bir zamanda varış noktasına ulaştırmak havayolu operasyon yönetimi veya AOCC için önemlidir bir kritik son zamanlarda divert yönetiminde divert’e neden olan faktörlerin risk değerlendirmesi yapılarak önleyeme yönelik çözümler aranmıştırlardır. Çalışmanın amacı literatür taraması sonucu ortaya çıkan divert sebepleri için divert oluşumunu önlemek amacıyla üretilen çözüm yöntemlerinin ortaya çıkarılması olarak belirtilmektedir. Çalışma için AOCC'de operasyon yöneticisi olarak görev yapmış 12 kişi ile literatür taraması sonucu belirlenen divert sebepleri için uygulanan çözüm yöntemlerini hızla ve güvenilir divert sebepleri için uyguladığı risk değerlendirmeye prosedürlerinin genel olarak aynı olduğu ve uzun süreli gelişirilerek uygulandığı belirtilmektedir. Bu sebeplerle oluşan divert riski göz ardı edilecek düzeylerde olduğunda havayolu operasyon yönetiminde ilave çözümler aranmasıdır. Fakat teknik arıza, hava trafik yoğunluğu ve meteorolojik olaylar sebebiyle meydana gelen divert riskinin yüksek olması nedeniyle havayollarının bu nedenlerle divert olasılığı ortaya çıkan seferler için kendi içinde risk analizi yapıarak divert oluşumunu önleyeme yönelik çözümler üretmektedir. Risk değerlendirmesi yaparken geçmiş dönem istatistik bilgilerinin hem teknik arıza için hem de meteorolojik olaylar için önem arz ettiği vurgulanabilmektedir. Ayrıca ilave yakıt planlamasının da risk değerlendirmesi sonucu divert riskini azaltmak için kullanılan belirtilmektedir.

Anahtar Kelimeler: Havayolu Operasyon Yönetimi, Divert, Risk Yönetimi, AOCC, Düzensiz Operasyonlar.
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ABSTRACT

In operation management airlines encounter problems related to the realization of flights due to reasons such as meteorology, technical malfunction, air traffic notification, air traffic density during approach phase. It can be stated that if these problems occur after take-off, the aircraft may have to land at the appropriate alternate aerodrome instead of the destination. In aviation, this situation is called divert. Airlines compete in many aspects as well as in operation management. It is important for airlines to gain competitive advantage in diverting flight management, as irregular operations result in negative relating to cost and passenger dissatisfaction.

The airlines went to the AOC organization in order to provide competitive advantage by executing the operations management with optimum level of decisions and implementations. AOCC is to aim to increase revenues by preventing the reflection of additional costs on airlines by implementing the airline’s flight program without disruption. While it was an important criterion for airline operations management to transfer the diverted flight to its destination point as soon as possible, it can be seen in recent times that in operation management, risk assessment of the factors causing diversion of flights has been made and solutions for prevention have been sought. The aim of this study can be expressed as to determine the solution methods produced in order to prevent the formation of divert for divert causes of flights revealed as a result of the literature review. For the study, data were collected by interview method on the solution methods applied for divert causes determined as a result of literature review with 12 people working as operations manager in AOCC.

As a result of the study, it can be concluded that a risk assessment is made for each divert cause in the airline industry. It can be stated that the risk assessment procedures applied by the entire airline industry for unruly passengers, sick passengers and security divert reasons are generally the same and have been applied developed for a long time. It can be reported that additional solutions are not sought in airline operation management, since the risk of diverting caused by these reasons is at levels that can be ignored. But, due to the high risk of divergence caused by technical failure, air traffic density and meteorological events, it can be stated that airlines produce solutions to prevent divert formation by conducting risk analysis for the flights that have the possibility of diverting due to these reasons. It can be emphasized that the statistical information of the past period is important both for technical failure, air traffic density and meteorological events while making risk assessment. In addition, it can be stated that additional fuel planning is used to reduce the risk of diverting as a result of the risk assessment.

Key Words: Airline Operations Management, Divert, Risk Management, AOCC, Irregular Operations.
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DOES OBESITY AFFECT EMPLOYMENT?
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ABSTRACT

As of 2019, while 24.8% of women are obese in Turkey, this rate is 17.3% for men. In addition, the prevalence of obesity in women increased by 6.3% between 2008 and 2019. Although there are many studies that analyze the determinants of obesity, the effect of obesity on the labor market has been neglected in the literature for Turkey. This effect is explained by two main mechanisms: loss of productivity at work and discrimination against obese individuals. The aim of this study is to investigate whether body weight has a decisive effect on the labor market for women in Turkey. For this purpose, a micro-level up-to-date data set that represents women at reproductive ages at the national level is used. Using Multinomial Logit models, the effects of obesity prevalence (i.e., body mass index \( \geq 30 \)), which is defined as a binary variable, as well as body mass index measurement on the labor market for women are investigated. Categorically defined dependent variables representing the situation in the labor market are: (1) being unemployed, employed, and being out of the labor force, (2) working in a job with social security, (3) working in the public or private sector, and (4) employment status in the agriculture, industry or service sector. Preliminary results show that obesity increases the likelihood of women being out of the workforce and unemployed, while decreasing their likelihood of being employed. In particular, the probability of working with social security, being employed in the private sector and working in the service sector is less in obese women than in non-obese women. Similar results are also valid when body mass index is used instead of the obesity variable.
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ABSTRACT

This paper explores the influencing factors of the leapfrog development of China's mobile phone industry. Then, by analyzing the factors such as country of origin (COO), brand image (BI), and familiarity, and using these factors to establish a conceptual framework, this paper explores their impact on consumers' evaluation of Bi-national brands (BnB) and the interaction between them. By designing a questionnaire, 302 original data samples were collected and analyzed to understand the views of Chinese consumers on Chinese-made mobile phones. This paper reveals the market of domestic mobile phones in China and the general attitude of consumers towards domestic mobile phones. Consumers are more and more willing to buy Chinese-made mobile phones, which makes the sales of Chinese-made mobile phones soar all over the world and widely praised all over the world. It shows that Chinese-made mobile phones and some Chinese mobile phone brands have made a breakthrough in consumers' evaluation of BnB. When consumers choose Chinese-made mobile phones, factors such as COO, BI, and familiarity will affect their assessment of the brands of the two countries, thus affecting their purchase intention. In the past, few people would study the mobile phones made in China through these factors. As the second-largest mobile phone market globally, China's contribution to the mobile phone industry cannot be ignored. This paper makes a preliminary analysis and explanation on consumers' attitudes and evaluation of Chinese-made mobile phones.
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ABSTRACT

This study explores Generation Y customers' purchase behavior of luxury products from the influence of public and the self-related, which reflect on the brand consciousness to let younger generation customers have brand loyalty and purchase intention. In recent years, younger customers have become the biggest group to purchase luxury products; owning luxury products has already become normal. In addition, they are also the biggest group in the market now, which could affect the economic market; thus, they are crucial in the luxury industry. The study tested seven variables, including public self-consciousness, self-esteem, brand consciousness, conspicuous consumption, brand self-congruency, brand loyalty, and purchase intention, indicating younger customers' purchase behavioral variables. Based on 250 online surveys, the generation Y customers' purchase behavior has been examined. The findings provide that public and self-related variables influence younger customers' purchase behavior, significantly impacting brand loyalty and purchase intention. The result explains that younger generation customers have more purchase intention with self-related variables. The research implies that the study focused on younger customers' purchase behavior of luxury products, which helped the luxury brands segment the marketing strategy for the younger generation customers to influence customers' purchase behavior.

Keywords: Generation Y, Luxury Product, Purchase Behavior, Purchase Intention, Brand Loyalty.
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ABSTRACT

The Covid-19 pandemic has negatively affected the whole world, including our country. Considering that this epidemic is accepted as a part of daily life and many structures in society are reshaped around this reality, it is important for public health to understand the mechanism to increase the protection motivation of individuals and to have information about the factors that activates this mechanism. Protection motivation theory is one of the theories applied to understand why individuals change their attitudes and behaviors when a threat encountered. According to this theory, an individual’s motivation for protection is determined by perceived severity and perceived vulnerability (Rogers, 1983). The aim of this study is to determine the motivational factors that affect individual’s intention to protect themselves from Covid-19. The sample of the study consists of undergraduate students selected by convenience sampling from Bakırçay University students. The survey which was created to measure the dimensions of protection motivation, was compiled from studies in the literature (Bashirian et al., 2020; Khazaee-Poorni, 2020). 43 Likert scaled (1: strongly disagree, 5: strongly agree) questions were asked in the survey. 32 of 43 questions were related with sub-dimensions of protection motivation, 8 questions were related general evaluations about Covid-19 and 3 questions were related demographic structure. The link of survey was shared the participants via SMS. 787 student participated in the survey and 347 of their answers were valid when the wrong and incomplete answers were excluded and all valid answers were included in the path analysis by AMOS. According to the findings of the study, perceived severity, external response effectiveness and self-efficacy are related to the intention to protect. On the other hand, perceived vulnerability and internal response efficacy do not have a significant relationship with the intention to protect. The perception of the severity of health problems caused by Covid-19 and the increase in the self-awareness and competencies related to protective behaviors also increases individual’s intention to protect according to the findings of the study. Although response efficacy was handled in a single dimension in the previous studies in the literature, it is seen that the evaluations of individuals in this dimension differ. According to this view, individuals evaluated the role of both disinfecting-based actions directly related to themselves, which can be called internal response efficacy, and the role of wearing masks and social distance protection measures in environments where they interact with other individuals, which can be called external response efficacy. As a result, it is concluded that there is a relationship between external response efficacy and protection intention in spite of that there is no significant relationship between internal response efficacy and protection intention.
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ABSTRACT

The development of compliance in the non-regulated area, i.e. outside of financial services, in Germany in the past 15 years has been very different in non-public companies. In order to determine the implementation status of compliance in those companies, it was examined to what extent compliance (especially in the form of compliance risk assessment) is separated from the general risk management function. For this purpose, data was collected using a questionnaire. For Germany, the data consists of 714 data sets. The data include the period from 2014 to 2019. Information on classification of the companies (e.g. legal form, group affiliation, business sector, international business, company size) and organizational form of compliance risk function in relation to general risk management function (from fully separate [1] to fully combined [5]) were collected. The results show that bigger companies already had a strong separation of the functions and continue combination, regardless of whether they are sorted by SME model (big: 1.411 in 2014 to 2.021 in 2019; medium: 1.875 to 2.1; small: 4.25 to 4; micro: 4.911 to 4.881), number of employees or turnover. Smaller companies are more combined and started doing stronger separation of the functions. Companies with legal forms that may be a sign of larger company size, such as limited liability companies (2.784 to 2.899), stock companies (1.583 to 2.4) showing a development towards a more combined organization of those functions. The results support the assumption that the disproportionately strong growth of compliance functions in companies was initially required and implemented in larger companies. However, compliance expectations are increasingly being placed on ever smaller companies. In this regard, the large companies have a lead in terms of time when it comes to developing compliance within the company. This also includes the integration of compliance aspects into existing organizational structures. First, duplications, redundancies and competing processes were created, which are gradually harmonized and integrated. The smaller companies are not at this point yet, but are only now beginning to set up the compliance structures, and thus initially a separation of functions, as previously there was neither staff nor money for separation.
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WHY WHISKY SALES GROWING IN CHINA? BEHAVIOR ANALYSIS OF CHINESE WHISKY CONSUMERS
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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this paper is to study Chinese whisky consumer behavior. Then, by analyzing Chinese whisky consumer’s attitude towards brand preference, country of origin (COO) and price to understand their purchasing intentions for whisky. Also, intermediate variables like educational level and income will be measured to find out how they moderate the relationship between extrinsic cues and purchasing intention. This paper uses the extrinsic cues model in establishing a conceptual framework. And by designing a questionnaire, collecting 200 samples of original data, and analyzing the data to understand Chinese whisky customers’ attitudes and purchase intention towards whisky. This paper reveals the market for whisky in China and the consumer’s general attitude towards them. By analyzing extrinsic cues affecting consumer’s attitudes and purchase intentions, it is possible to find out whisky marketing plan in China and forecast the future development of whisky industry in China. Whisky sales keep increasing in China for past ten years, which dependent on China’s favorable drinking environment and consumers’ positive attitude towards whisky. Baijiu occupies the largest market share in China’s liquor industry, but Chinese’s consumer has positive attitude towards whisky. When Chinese consumer purchase whisky product, they will base on extrinsic cues of whisky. According to past research, brand, country of origin (COO), and price are the main extrinsic cues affect consumer’s purchase intention and the relationship between these extrinsic cues and purchasing intention will be studied in this paper. Whiskey has the largest sales volume of imported spirits in China and it sales is keep increasing this paper provides a preliminary analysis of Chinese whisky consumer behavior, the results of this study can be speculated about the reason why whisky is popular in China and also helpful for the marketing personnel in the alcohol industry to consider the marketing strategies and develop marketing plans for whisky in China.
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FORECASTING GDP FOR SACU MEMBER STATES: A PANEL DATA ECONOMETRIC MODEL USING CORE INDICATORS
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ABSTRACT

This paper examines how economic indicators which are used for policy agreements in SACU explain and can be used to forecast the country member’s Gross Domestic Product. These indicators are the current account balance, the final consumption expenditure, the net trade in goods services and the tax collected. Even though we had limited data we came up with a fixed effect model without auto-regression. This model proved to be a good predictor for the GDP in the short run. We have shown that these indicators can explain the GDP for the member states. It was also evident that the high import bill which often exceeds proceeds from exports negatively affects the GDP of the members. Also it was evident that regional integration through a Customs Union is beneficial for all the member states.
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ÖZET

Çekim modelleri taşıma maliyetlerinin uluslararası ticareti ticaret ortakları arasındaki mesafeleri dikkate alarak tahmin etmektedir. Geleneksel olarak, uzaklık değişkeni dahil edilirken ülkelerin başkentleri veya en kalabalık şehirleri arasındaki uzaklıgı esas alan CEPII verisi kullanılmaktadır. Son çalışmalar, ticaretin başladığı yerden gümrük çıkış kapılarına kadar olan yurt içindeki mesafeyi kısaltacak veya ulaşımı kolaylaştıracak altyapı yatırımlarının uluslararası ticareti olumlu etkilediğini göstermiştir. Bu çalışmada, CEPII verilerinden farklı olarak ve iller bazında hesaplanan yurt içindeki uzaklıkların ekleniği Çekim Modelinde mesafenin Türkiye’nin ihracatına etkisi incelenmiştir. Kara, deniz, hava ve demir yolu için ayrı ayrı yapılan tahmin sonuçları mesafenin ihracata etkisinin taşıma yöntemlerine göre CEPII sonuçlarından farklı olduğunu göstermektedir.
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AN ALTERNATIVE APPROACH TO THE EFFECT OF THE DISTANCE ON TURKEY’S EXPORTS: TRANSPORTATION MODES
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ABSTRACT

Gravity Models estimate the impact of transport costs on international trade, taking into account the distances between trading partners. Researchers traditionally use CEPII data in their Gravity Models based on the distance between the capitals or most populated cities of the countries. However, recent studies have shown that infrastructure investments that could shorten the domestic distance from the starting point of trade to the gateway have a positive effect on international trade. In this study, the influence of distance on Turkey’s exports is investigated by using the Gravity Model and domestic distances calculated based on provinces instead of the CEPII data. The results estimated separately for each mode of transportation, namely road, sea, air, and railway, reveal that the levels of their effect on exports are different from each other as well as the CEPII results.
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EXPLORING THE IMPACT OF LIVE STREAMING ON CHINESE CONSUMERS BEHAVIOR
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ABSTRACT

In 2020, the sudden outbreak of COVID-19 was a turning point for a more significant transformation in the live streaming industry. Due to the epidemic control measures, the live streaming industry has reached a new height. With the increase in the popularity of live streams on many e-commerce platforms (e.g., Taobao and Jingdong), many merchants regard live broadcasts as an essential way to improve sales performance. This paper explores the impact of live streaming on the behavior of Chinese consumers. Considering the ABC Attitude model, seven variables were tested to explain consumers’ purchasing behavior, including perceived quality, products' practicality, entertainment, discount, interactive mode, and professional degree. Based on the result of an online survey, we can find that all factors related to live streaming significantly affect consumer behavior. Furthermore, live streaming makes full use of the multimedia functions of the Internet. These findings help to adopt more targeted marketing strategies in the online shopping area. By exploring consumer behavior, we can find out why consumer behavior changes and what characteristics of live streaming cause these changes. By examining the reasons for some changes in consumers’ behaviors caused by some characteristics of live broadcast, some attributes that influence consumers’ behaviors can be summarized.
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CRIME PREDICTION OR CRIME FORECASTING? ARE WE USING THESE TERMS CORRECTLY?
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ABSTRACT

Two innovative concepts frequently used in the field of crime analysis in recent years are “Predictive policing” and “Forecasting policing”. Although they look the same, they are statistically separate concepts. Due to recent advances in data science and information technology, law enforcement's predictive and forecastive approach appears to be the future of policing. These terms indicate that criminal institutions are using more analytical techniques with the advancing technology. By using past crime data, police agencies make "forecasts or predictions" for the future and thus try to prevent possible crimes. The main purpose is to discover crime patterns, trends and algorithms that have occurred in the past, to reveal statistical patterns and to solve problems to prevent or control crimes and criminals according to these determined structures. In order to shape and illustrate the crime-fighting environment, crime analysts analyze future criminal acts based on current crime data; “What do they do?” for analysts here. The answer to the question would be “predictive policing” or “forecasting policing”. Here, confusion arises in terms due to the background and the user's perspective. These two concepts form the subject of this article. Are the concepts of predictive and forecastive policing the same? Accordingly, the concepts of predictive policing and forecastive policing are actually statistically different concepts. The article reveals which term means what and how it should be used in the field of crime analysis.
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CHINA’S PERSUASIVE STRATEGY IN THE RACE TO BECOME THE WORLD LEADER IN BIOTECHNOLOGY

Ana-Cristina Bâlgăr

ABSTRACT

Given its great potential to solve old problems of the human society in modern ways, biotechnology is currently embraced by governments around the world as a vital technological instrument at national level for fighting and eradicating diseases, modernizing agricultural processes and developing the food industry, as well as for boosting the ability to generate clean energy and improving the environment. Recognizing from an early stage the ability of advanced technologies (and of biotechnology, in particular) to fundamentally change the economy, geopolitics and society of the 21st century, the Chinese authorities have placed the development of the biotech sector as one of their top national priorities, and therefore have adopted political strategies and programmes designed to contribute to achieving this desideratum. In these circumstances, our article aims to review the sinuous path followed by China since the implementation of the reform and openness policy (in late ’70s), intended to catching up the with the industrialized countries in the field of biotechnology, to the more recent strategies (e.g. “Made in China 2025”) that define China’s current target of becoming a global leader in life sciences and of reducing national technological dependence. Furthermore, as China has partly succeeded in reaching its ambitions of building itself up as a powerhouse in biotech and, in only almost four decades, has managed to upgrade from a latecomer/follower to a dominant position in the scientific global arena, our paper analyses the effects of the Chinese multi-stage policy aimed at bringing in technology from outside by motivating and attracting scientific elites, by supporting the market entry of large multinational corporations to relocate their production in China, as well as by encouraging and facilitating national mergers & acquisitions of biotech in the US and Europe. Moreover, through the research undertaken, we aim, on one hand, to assess the current capacities of China’s biotech sector and of industries for which it has a competitive advantage, and, on the other hand, to evaluate the implications and challenges of recent developments in Chinese biotechnology to the US traditional leadership in the field.
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MONETARY POLICY SHOCKS, THE “PRICE PUZZLE”, AND BIG FINANCIAL INTERMEDIARIES
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ABSTRACT

It is well known that a "price puzzle", i.e., a positive (rather than negative) and significant reaction of the price level on impact to a monetary policy shock is typically found when estimating VAR impulse responses. Such a pattern may be generated by the New-Keynesian DSGE model embedding the cost-channel of monetary transmission, where firms have to borrow working capital to finance production. It is shown that this prediction is more likely to happen when the model features endogenous spreads dependence on financial intermediary capital and big financial intermediaries in general. By extending Lippi's (2003) framework to the financial intermediary sector, this paper identifies the key mechanisms between monetary policy, financial frictions, and loan-setting decisions in a New-Keynesian DSGE model. In doing so, it assesses the real effects of anti-inflationary monetary policy, firm’s credit distortion, and the degree of concentration of the financial sector to inflation volatility, in the aftermath of a monetary policy shock. A main finding is that the response of inflation to a monetary policy shock is related to financial intermediaries’ balance sheets and that increased anti-inflationary monetary policy stance, high level of firm’s credit distortion, and low degree of loan market concentration increase inflation volatility.
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ABSTRACT

This study examines the short and long-run relationships among economic growth, financial development, investment, and electricity consumption during the period between 1975 and 2018 for Qatar. We conducted the Autoregressive Distributed Lag (ARDL) cointegration test and Vector Error Correction Model to propose comprehensive policy recommendations according to the dependency of energy use on economic and financial development. The findings support the validity of the conservation hypothesis for energy-growth nexus, and thereby energy use reduction has an insignificant impact on the growth. This result implies that Qatar is still a rentier state instead of having manufacturing economy that requires more energy proportioned with the production for growth. Another implication is that energy is mostly consumed by households and enterprise buildings, and thus energy waste and extravagant AC usage, due to the harsh environmental conditions, become major factors in increasing energy use. Therefore, we recommended policies aiming to reduce household energy use and country-wide AC usage. In this regard, financial subsidies in energy and water consumption should be reduced further, even abolished, to lower the waste use of energy and prevent extravagant water use distilled from seawater by natural gas-powered desalination plants. Policymakers should also consider proactive and incentivizing strategies for cooling electricity load control and demand-side management of cooling in summers. This might enable leveling out peaks in electricity use, and hence reduce redundant power generation and cost. Besides, Qatar should promote innovation and technology-intensive infrastructure investments, such as the combined cycle gas plant, electric car charging stations, and clean public transportation in addition to country-wide strict energy and water efficiency policies, mechanisms, programs, incentives and disincentives. These recommendations will not influence the growth because of supporting the conservation hypothesis. This manuscript distinguishes from the existing literature mainly as follows. First, all the variables are scaled with the real GDP and population to be consistent and remove potential noise. Second, electricity use is treated as dependent variables instead of independent as in many studies of literature.

Keywords: Conservation Hypothesis; Energy-Growth; Financial Development.
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BREAKING THE “RICARDIAN EQUivalence” AND THE TRANSFORMATION OF THE DYNAMIC ADJUSTMENT MECHANISM IN GOODS MARKET
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ABSTRACT

It is well-known that the assumption of limited asset market participation in a New-Keynesian sticky-price model may change the sign of the dynamic IS curve. When a portion of agents face a liquidity constraint such that they spend their current labor income in each period, the restriction of asset market participation beyond a certain threshold results in an upward-sloping IS curve. This paper intends to determine the dynamic adjustment mechanism that ensures equilibrium in the goods market when the assumption of limited asset market participation breaks the Ricardian Equivalence. The usual dynamic behavior assumption is that producers react to excess demand by making adjustments in output; if demand exceeds current output, the latter will be increased over time. It is shown that this is the case only when asset market participation is lower than a certain threshold and the IS curve is downward-sloping. Yet, for a positively sloped IS curve it is shown that the dynamics of adjustment in the goods market are different. In particular, the differential equation reflecting the adjustment dynamics in the goods market must be reformulated to apply the usual stability conditions; output changes should be related to excess supply (not to demand).
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ABSTRACT
An qualitative content analysis according to Mayring based on secondary material was used. Content and historical background was summarized and analysed.

The overarching question was: What statements do the two international standards ISO 19600:2014(E) and ISO 37301:2021(E) make about the measurability of compliance and performance indicators?

Both standards are based on a dual approach. Effectiveness and compliance performance are decisive. The terms are not used consistently, but are presented as follows: On the one hand, the compliance management system must be continuously checked for effectiveness as part of continuous improvement. This includes effectiveness of control measures, training, corrective measures and distribution of tasks. On the other hand it is the organization, which has to be measured against the compliance goals it has set itself, processes and actions.

A compliance management system is effective when it promotes the achievement of compliance goals in the organization. The effectiveness of a compliance management system can therefore only be assessed indirectly by the extent to which it promotes the organization's achievement of compliance goals. The achievement of these goals, which should always be formulated in a measurable way if possible, can be shown with the help of indicators (activity, reactive, predictive). Compliance performance can be quantified using the indicators for measuring the achievement of goals. The compliance goals, and thus also the evaluation criteria and benchmarks, are set by the organization itself, as is the scope of the compliance management system. Both standards indicate non-compliance or its avoidance as a compliance goal.

This measurability is therefore limited to the application area specified at the beginning. All activities related to the definition of the criteria, the survey and the evaluation are the responsibility of the compliance function. The management function only has to provide the necessary resources for this. Managers are no longer involved in the measurement of compliance in ISO 37301. ISO 19600 included the task of integrating compliance performance into employee performance appraisals.

ISO 37301 is newer and in some cases requires aspects and measures that already exist. As a directly certifiable standard, it is stricter and more binding than ISO 19600.
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ABSTRACT

The social interaction of young people in China changed due to the influence of COVID-19 and the fast-paced lifestyle of modern society. Because of restrictions on people's going out during the COVID-19 period and the compression of young people's social time, young people prefer to use online dating software instead of traditional social networking. Young people spend their fragmented free time using online social software to get rid of boredom and meet new people. This paper discusses the external and internal motivation of using online dating applications using Technology Acceptance Model and Uses and Gratification Theory. The main variables in this paper are perceived ease of use, perceived usefulness, utilitarian motivation, empirical motivation, attitude, behavioral intention, and actual use, which are used to reflect users' experience and evaluation of online social software. Based on 257 online surveys, this paper studies the online dating behavior of Chinese young people using online dating software. The research results provide reliable and timely information feedback for online dating software developers to make timely adjustments according to users' wishes and develop better functions. Through the analysis of these data, it is beneficial for online software updates to improve their operations. Furthermore, it can help them formulate advantageous positions earlier than competitors according to user needs.
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ABSTRACT

Organizational commitment has been a subject of interest to scholars throughout the last few decades due to its relevance and importance for both employees and employers. It has attracted extensive research owing to the link with numerous desired outcomes such as increased work motivation and high job performance. Among various forms, affective commitment has received the greatest scholarly attention because it is linked to crucial positive organizational outcomes. However, to date, very limited studies have inspected the negative outcomes of this construct.

To fill the research void, this study offers a new conceptual model that investigates the impact of affective commitment on two commonly negative individual outcomes known as work–family conflict and pessimism and the underlying mechanism through which affective commitment to the organization and supervisor lead to these outcomes. Quantitative method through judgmental sampling technique was used to collect data from frontline staff in the foodservice industry in India.

The results emerging from this study evidently confirmed that both forms of affective commitment are significantly related to job pressure and job pressure is directly related to work–family conflict and pessimism. The results from structural equation modeling also verify that job pressure acts as a mediator in the relationship between affective commitment to the organization and supervisor and the mentioned outcomes.
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ABSTRACT

This article aims to introduce a new approach for determining the formation of signs. To reach this goal, the author first defines the concept of “sign” to show her intended meaning of the sign. After that, the forms of signs are discussed to show the way signs are perceived by receivers. Finally, the paper shows the formation of signs. According to the inferences that logically discussed in this paper, the author showed that the value of using a sign depends on its true value, in another word, the value of using any sign has to be ‘true’ in the real world or another possible world. As a ‘true’ sign, every sign can be a parameter for changing the mind of the user. When a sign is ‘true’ and the connection between the form and content is valid in a society, it can be a tool for further inferences. Therefore, a sign can be valid if it is true among the members of the society using it, whether it is an index, an icon, or even a symbol.
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EQUITY CROWDFUNDING IN INDONESIA; THE IMPACT OF CORPORATE GOVERNANCE AND TOP MANAGEMENT
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ABSTRACT

The implementation of equity crowdfunding is relatively new in Indonesia, but there is an anomaly in Indonesia that all businesses that apply for funding receive funding according to the target. This study aims to identify crowdfunding performance in Indonesia, determine the impact of governance structure on crowdfunding performance using agency theory, and determine the effect of management composition on crowdfunding performance in Indonesia using upper echelon theory. Study of 83 crowdfunding prospectuses in Indonesia. Method of data analysis using ordinary least square. The results of the study found that crowdfunding performance in Indonesia was influenced by the variables of total shares released, the board size, woman on board, CEO Ownership, CEO Founder, Big City, and the credibility of team management. The variables of total shares issued and the location of the company in the big city have a significant influence on crowdfunding performance, while board size, woman on board, CEO ownership, and CEO founder do not have a significant influence on crowdfunding performance in Indonesia. The team management credibility variable does not have a significant effect on crowdfunding performance in Indonesia.
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ABSTRACT

This study gauges the extent to which fiscal policy is capable of responding to surges in public indebtedness. In the literature, this limit is represented by the fiscal fatigue phenomenon which can be described as the phase of the fiscal adjustment process which corresponds to a dwindling degree of fiscal reactivity to rising public debt. More specifically, beyond a certain threshold level of public debt, the government loses its strength in generating primary surpluses to curb the mounting public debt and reinstate stability in public finances. In this study, we estimate a cubic fiscal reaction function via FMOLS methodology borrowed from Nguyen et al. (2017) to quantify this threshold level of public debt and corresponding primary surplus using the IMF and World Bank data which constitute the longest data set used for this purpose in the literature for Turkey. Our findings are suggestive that there exists fiscal fatigue in Turkish public finances but the current position is seemingly below the indicated threshold level allowing a considerable amount of fiscal space for the authorities. Nevertheless, the calculated 64 % level of public debt to GDP ratio can easily be reached as in the past provided that fiscal departures from the fiscal discipline occur in the fiscal policies. Thus, it is crucial to monitor and preserve fiscal stability indicators thoroughly. Besides, the threshold level of the public debt corresponds to 10,5 % primary surplus but this level of primary surplus is only achieved at expense of severe cuts in social welfare. Therefore, preventive measures are required to be implemented in a timely manner to shun unpleasant events of this sort.
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ABSTRACT

There are widespread views that the capitalist mode of production will experience an ecological crisis in the near future. With this production structure, carbon dioxide emissions, which were approximately 9.2 gt in the early 1960s, increased approximately 3.5 times and reached 31.5 gt in the 2020s. For this reason, it seems inevitable for economies to plan a new production and consumption strategy, based on green development/green employment, both at the global and national level. The ecological (green) economy approach, which brings environmental awareness into focus, has created sanctions within the scope of production and consumption with some international agreements and conventions. In this framework, a gradual but as rapid transition as possible from fossil fuel-based energy production to renewable energy production is being planned, especially by the European Union countries. McKinsey&Company; The report published by the company in December predicts that the financing needed by the European Union for this transformation design will be approximately 28 trillion euros. For example, for a developing country like Turkey, the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) provided a total of €6.6 billion in financing to 175 projects to support the low-carbon economy. While there have been serious discussions about how to plan such a financing in developed countries such as EU countries, it is a matter of debate how developing countries will keep up with this green transformation design. In this study, it will be discussed what developing countries can do for green finance. With this; The dominant role of public banks in this process, the possible contributions of development banks to the process, the selective policies that Central Banks can implement to support the transformation into the financial system.
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ABSTRACT

Thailand has been positioned to become the medical hub of Asia due to its outstanding medical foundation including world-class medical professionals and services and increasing number of internationally accredited medical facilities. In 2019, Thailand had 66 JCI-accredited hospitals, more than any other Southeast Asian country and ranked the top fourth in the world after Saudi Arabia, China and the UAE. Overall, the private healthcare sector in Thailand is just as competitive as any other sectors of the economy since they're all competing for loyal clientele base to guarantee fixed income to justify high operating leverage nature of this industry, not to mention huge initial investment. Therefore, it would be beneficial to these hospitals to understand what constitutes consumer loyalty.

The purpose of this research is the study of factors influencing patient loyalty to private hospitals in Bangkok, Thailand. These factors include First-order variables: Doctor’s Expertise (DE), Service Quality (SQ), Management System (MS), Physical Aspect (PA), Hospital Loyalty (HL), Patient Loyalty (PL); and Second-order variables: Medical Factor (MD), Non-Medical Factor (NMED). 407 samples were collected using electronic questionnaire through social media platforms. Second-order Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) was used for data analysis. The result shows that RMR value was 0.036, GFI value was 0.929 (>0.9), TLI value was 0.927 (>0.9), CFI value was 0.947 (>0.9), and RMSEA value was 0.052 (< 0.6). From the fitting degree of SEM model, the model seemed to fit well. More importantly, both second-order latent variables significantly impacts consumer loyalty. That means Medical Factor (MD) that represents Doctor’s Expertise (DE) and Service Quality (SQ); and Non-Medical Factor (NMED) which represents Management System (MS) and Physical Aspect (PA) seem to have significant effects on patient loyalty to the hospital due to their p-values beingless than .05. That means, if hospital operators can provide quality services from experiential and well-known medical staffs and professionally manage their well-designed hospitals that are both emotionally and physically appealing, patients will be more likely to switch over to another hospital even though they might have been loyal to certain hospitals before.
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ABSTRACT

This study aims to examine the usability of information visualization on managerial tasks carried out in Work from Home method. The working environment during the Covid-19 pandemic and post-pandemic practice shows significant changes, including change from the concept of office working to the concept of working from home, which in some conditions is mandatory. The impact of these changes on the operational and managerial aspects of the organization is enormous. With remote working and decision-making, sufficient information support is required both in terms of content and the way it is presented. This information support is a crucial aspect because it becomes the basis for carrying out tasks and making appropriate managerial decisions. Using a web-based experiment, this study provides treatment in the form of managerial information visualization to participants in the context of work from home (WfH) task and decision. A test of differences in the usability of information visualization was then carried out between groups of participants.

The experimental result in this study shows that usability of visualized information differ across working type and activity level. This implies that appropriate information visualization can be designed for certain type of work and for certain level of activity, in the process of identifying, comparing, and summarizing remote managerial information. The findings then will provide input for organizational management in a remote-work situation that is faced with operational restrictions and the necessity for a managerial work system that is run from home, so that jobs and decisions that use managerial information can still be taken properly.
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ABSTRACT

The current structure of the global energy system has severe environmental consequences that necessitate an urgent transformation toward more sustainable alternatives. Besides many available mitigation actions, e.g., enhancing energy efficiency, deploying nuclear energy, switching fuels and adopting carbon capture technologies, renewable energy (RE) has been the most widely applied one in many countries, especially for the power sector. The average country-level share of non-hydroelectric renewable energy (NhRE) in power generation rose for six times over the last two decades. Many countries have declared ambitious RE targets to meet their NetZero goals. However, the question remains whether these ambitious targets are achievable? Using the RE transition potential index (RETPI), this paper provides an empirical analysis to map countries’ RE transition potentials to their future transition performances. The empirical model is then used to predict countries’ RE transition performances by 2030 under different scenarios.

The RE transition is a complex, multifactor, and long-term process. Several domestic and global factors affect countries’ transition potential. Focusing on the key determinants established in the literature, the RETPI identifies 45 indicators in seven main areas that are economic factors, financial development, human capital, energy access, energy security, environmental sustainability, and institutional infrastructure. It is a powerful forward-looking tool for assessing a country’s RE transition potential and available for 149 countries from 1990 to 2018. Our empirical analysis employs the RETPI to assess countries’ RE transition “potentials” and NhRE share in power generation to measure RE transition “performance”.

Our empirical results show that the RETPI can explain a significant portion of the heterogeneity across countries’ future RE transition performances. Using the RETPI to construct a scenario analysis, we show that under reasonable assumptions, the current level of average NhRE share at country level (i.e., roughly 6% as of 2018) could reach to a range between 14.5% and 22.2% by 2030 depending upon the adaptation of slow, medium, and fast transition scenarios. We discuss the scenario results at different levels, including region and income groups, as well as country level. Our empirical framework and results can be extremely useful for policy analysis, benchmarking and assessment of long-term trajectories.
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ÖZET

Türkiye ve İsrail, ihracata dayalı büyüme stratejileriyle benzer politikalar yürütten ve dış ticaret performansları gerçekleştiren ülkelerdir. Ülkelerin son yıllardaki dış ticaret verileri; ihracat ve ithalat dengeleri, dünya ticaretinde aldıkları payları gibi performanslarına ve ihracatlarındaki benzerlik ve farklılık unsurlarına dair değerlendirme yapılabilmesine izin vermektedir. Bu çalışmada ülkelerin dış ticaret göstergeleri ile son yıllarda gerçekleştirdikleri performanslar analiz edilmekte ve aralarındaki ticari durum yorumlanmaktadır. Diğer yandan ihracat benzerlik indeksi kullanılarak 2007-2020 döneminde Türkiye ve İsrail’in Avrupa Birliği pazarındaki ihracat benzerliği üzerine araştırma yapılmaktadır ve ülkeler arasındaki rekabet unsurları ele alınmaktadır. İndeks ile gerçekleştirdiğimiz ampirik analiz, Türkiye ve İsrail’in genel itibariyle yıldan yıla yükselen bir ihracat benzerliğine sahip olduğunu göstermektedir. Finger ve Kreinin benzerlik endeksi analiz sonuçlarına göre iki ülke arasında Avrupa Birliği pazarına yönelik büyük bir rekabet içerisinde olmadıkları görülmektedir.

Keywords: Türkiye ihracatı, İsrail ihracatı, ihracat performansı, ihracat benzerlik indeksi, ihracat rekabet gücü.
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BACKGROUND

Turkey and Israel are countries that follow similar policies with their export-based growth strategies and perform foreign trade performances. The foreign trade data of the countries in recent years allow evaluations to be made on the performance of the countries, such as their export and import balances, share in world trade, and on the similarity elements in their exports. In this study, the foreign trade indicators of the countries and their performance in recent years are analyzed and their trade situation is interpreted. On the other hand, using the export similarity index, a research is conducted on the export similarity of Turkey and Israel in the European Union market in the period of 2007-2020 and the competitive factors between the countries are discussed. The empirical analysis with the index shows that Turkey and Israel generally have an increasing export similarity from year to year. According to results from the analysis of Finger and Kreinin similarity index, there is great competition between the two countries for the European Union market.

Keywords: Turkey’s Exports, Israel’s Exports, Export Performance, Export Similarity Index, Export Competitiveness.
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ABSTRACT

The informal economy has captured the attention of a vast body of literature for over four decades, where researchers were preoccupied to analyze its extent, causes and implications of such phenomenon, while pointing out the existing disparities between developed and developing countries. Our paper discusses both, the institutional and economic causes of the informal economy in the European Union considering the current context provided by the coronavirus pandemic with its further economic implications. As reality has pointed out, presently, the asymmetry between informal and formal institutions has deepened, and the propensity of individuals to participate in the rather informal sector of the economy has expanded. Considering the ultimate perspectives provided by the Eurobarometer reports concerning the situation of undeclared work, trust in the EU institutions, and the latest data concerning corruption perception, trust in government, business confidence and economic performance of the investigated economies we aim to highlight the impact of the coronavirus pandemic on the already pre-existent informal economy in the EU countries. The results of our analysis are nuanced for the case of some countries and provide some particular therapeutical measures which can reduce the level of shadow economy.
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ABSTRACT

The family, which is the smallest structure of society, represents the roles of individuals connected to each other through marriage in the same living environment and material conditions. Marriage, which has an important place in both individual and social areas, plays an active role in the development of individuals’ personalities as well as ensuring their happiness. Failure to achieve marital harmony between couples affects family happiness and the duration of marriage. Individuals want that marriage meet their expectations whether they have been married for the first time or several times. In addition to the biological age of the couples, their psychological age is important for the individuals to know each other, for the marriage to continue in a stable manner and for the satisfaction of the family. For this reason, individuals should be of marriageable age, reach a certain psychological maturity and be ready for the role of spouse. In this study, it is aimed to examine the role of age at marriage, gender, age and happiness levels in individuals’ marriage decisions. The sample of the study consists of survey data applied to 35,475 individuals aged 15 and over in households within the scope of the 2016 Turkey Family Structure Survey which was collected by TurkStat. In the analysis, the number of marriages was investigated by using generalized poisson model, which is one of the count data models that can be used in cases of over-dispersion and under-dispersion. As a result of the research, the age at first marriage of individuals has a negative effect on the number of marriages, while the age of individual has a positive effect on the number of marriages. It has been determined that individuals’ happiness levels in life also have a reducing effect on the number of marriages.
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ABSTRACT

In this study, we investigated whether foreign direct investment (FDI) inflows cause environmental pollution in newly industrialized countries. For 9 newly industrialized countries, the long-term relationship between FDI inflows and CO2 emissions in the 1979-2018 period is tested with the Pedroni Panel Cointegration test, and the long-term coefficients are estimated with Panel DOLS. Empirical results show that there is a long-term relationship between CO2 emissions and FDI inflows in newly industrialized countries. FDI inflows positively affect CO2 emissions in the long run while differing between countries. The most disruptive effect of FDI inflows on the environment is found for Malaysia, while the lowest for Mexico. The causality findings based on the panel error correction model indicates a unidirectional causality running from FDI inflows to CO2 emissions. These findings confirm the validity of the pollution haven hypothesis for newly industrialized countries.

Keywords: Newly Industrialized Countries, Pollution Haven Hypothesis, Pollution Halo Hypothesis, Panel Data Analysis.
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ABSTRACT
This work examines the Nigerian Government Legislation on the Oil Sector and its implications on the economy since 1958. Nigeria has actively engaged in oil exploration for about six decades now, and is the largest producer of Oil resources on the African continent. During the oil boom of the 1970s, oil was the primary source of government revenue, amounting to about 93% of total income. To maximize the oil sector and bring out the best returns to its citizenry, several legislations and regulation were made. The paper adopts content analysis of mainly secondary sources to examine the research problem at stake; using benign and malign theoretical perspectives to analyze the subject of research. Findings reveal a weak executive control of oil resource governance with apparent inadequate checks and balances and the resultant conflicts and clashes of interests, manipulations, and inflation of oil contracts with favoritism in allocating oil blocks to cronies. Therefore, this paper submits that the legislations and regulations on the oil sector deserve to be reviewed and updated to ensure optimal benefits to all citizenry.
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ABSTRACT

The main problem of the research is the inadequacy of educational aids in social aids for secondary school students in Turkey. In this context, it is inquired the amount of resources allocated to educational aids funded by public resources and to what extent secondary school students can benefit from these contributions. The resources allocated for educational aids and the beneficiary ratios were revealed with quantitative data, while the evaluations regarding the adequacy of these ratios were made through qualitative analysis. This study deal with the resources allocated to educational aids among the social aids and it focuses on educational aids financed from the government budget and other public funds. Accordingly, it is analyzed the educational aids inside the social aids financed by the resources transferred from the Social Assistance and Solidarity Encouragement Fund to the Ministry of Family and Social Services budget in addition to the resources allocated from the government budget for education, and also the Social and Economic Support (SES) aids financed by the Fund resources that secondary school students can also benefit. Considering the results of the researches that the main causes of school dropouts are socioeconomic factors, in the conclusion part, it is emphasized on public policies oriented towards increasing the amount of educational aids and conveying these aids to poor children and their households.
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ABSTRACT

Extant accounting literature has broadly investigated expectation gap in audit context. Previous research reveals the existence of conflict which refer to role concept whether in the expectation of auditor role, response to audit output, or understanding of auditee’s business process. Meanwhile, observation from internal organization’s point of view is still limited whereas the urgency of evaluating performance and maintaining organizational excellence are escalating. Examining performance audit in service organization, this study qualitatively observed perception and expectation of stakeholders on performance audit concept using role theory framework. Role theory posits some propositions in relation to patterns of behavior to which individuals can be in conformity or can be in conflict in terms of compatibility to expectation of others. Semi structured interview with participant’s observer is performed in this study to investigate key stakeholders in the organization. Interesting result emerges which shows the existence of practicality concept instead of conformity. In addition, expectation of such impact from performance evaluation is equally the same among different stakeholders except on the perceived quantity measure. Important implication of this study result is further discussed.
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ABSTRACT

Previous research have underlined stakeholder’s disappointment regarding auditor within organization. A shifting from merely effectiveness focus to organizational significance for the audit output is recommended. However, stakeholder’s perception in connection with organization specific context has not been broadly explored. As stakeholder theory proposed, there are some rationales for stakeholder identification i.e. relationship, power dominance, legitimacy and interest. This study observes stakeholder perception on performance audit contribution and performance indicators. Using constructionist interview approach towards key informants in a service firm, current research reveals slightly different perception regarding performance audit contribution along stakeholders. Further, a power over the firm identification from specific stakeholder is also recognized. However, since there has been issue of disappointment from previous research, investigation on such matter does not show any significant finding in this study result. Discussion on current study implication is explored afterwards.

Keywords: Stakeholder Theory, Auditor, Performance Audit Concept, Performance Indicator.
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ABSTRACT

Since the beginning of the world, agricultural activities for which people consider as a source of living and working have continued until today. Together with the developing industry, agriculture has started to be carried out with the industrial machinery in the agricultural sector. Therefore, an increase has occurred in the actively cultivated agricultural lands all over the world. As a result of wrong agricultural policies or the chemicals used in agriculture might have led to an increase in the greenhouse gas emissions. Greenhouse gas emissions are known to have a crucial contribution to the air pollution.

The aim of this study is to investigate the causal relationship between the actively cultivated agricultural lands and the greenhouse gas emissions for 23 European Union (EU) member countries between 1990 and 2019. The cultivated agricultural area (1000 ha) and the total greenhouse gas emissions (1000 tons) are collected from the Eurostat official website. Regarding the econometric analysis, the logarithmic transformations are initially carried out for the relevant variables. This is followed by the Breusch-Pagan test which is employed to investigate the cross-sectional dependence of the variables. According to the test results, we find that there is cross-sectional dependence among series. In the second process, Swamy and Delta tests are performed to investigate the homogeneity of the panel. According to both test results, it is concluded that the parameters are heterogeneous.

To test the stationarity of the series, the second generation panel unit root tests, which take into account the cross sectional dependence of the series, are used (Pesaran (2007), LLC(2002) and MADF (1998)). These tests indicate that our series are level stationary. Finally, Dimitrescu and Hurlin (2012) panel causality test developed for heterogeneous panels is employed to investigate the causality between series. Under the constraint of having the same lag length for each unit, a bidirectional causality relationship is found between total greenhouse gas emissions and the cultivated agricultural area for one and two lag lengths (p<5% significance level).
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ABSTRACT

Due to the developments in the Turkish economy in the last ten years, factors such as exchange rate fluctuations, interest rates, tougher competitive environment or technological developments make it difficult for companies to maintain their financial soundness. Firms should be able to use their internal dynamics, resources or performance correctly in the fight against constantly changing and more difficult conditions. This study aims to examine the efforts of the companies in this struggle, or in other words, the effort they make, by considering the financial soundness dimension. In this context, the relationship between the financial soundness of 78 companies in the BIST Industry index and the factors such as profitability, foreign exchange position, indebtedness, etc. has been examined by dynamic panel data analysis. Within the scope of the research, the financial data of 78 companies, which are traded in the BIST Industry index within the scope of the 2009:4-2020:4 period, were used. According to the findings, it has been determined that borrowing, working capital investment and return on invested capital have negative and statistically significant relationships on financial soundness, while foreign currency position, fixed asset investment and profitability have positive and statistically significant relationships. In addition, it has been determined that Turkis Lira denominated commercial loan interests increase financial soundness, while Dollar and Euro denominated commercial loan rates decrease financial soundness.
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ABSTRACT

Maturity transformation as one of the main banking functions creates an inherent fragility and capital is heavily regulated to mitigate risk in banks. Motivated by these facts, this study aims to investigate the relationship of bank fragility with liquidity risk and capital. It is expected that increases in liquidity risk are associated with higher fragility (lower stability) while capital contributes positively to stability. The sample includes quarterly panel data of 23 banks which operate in the Turkish banking sector for the whole period of study that extends from 2007 to 2020. Bank fragility is measured by Z-score metric which captures probability of default for banks. There is an inverse relationship between Z-score and probability of insolvency. Liquidity risk is proxied by core funding ratio, non-core funding ratio, loans to deposits ratio, and liquidity creation. Capital dimension is represented by regulatory capital as a percent of assets and capital adequacy ratio. The methodology selection is mainly driven by the presence of cross-sectional dependence along with parameter heterogeneity and potential endogeneity of regressors. In the static model without provision for endogeneity, CCEMG estimator indicates a positive relationship between capital and bank stability. Among the liquidity risk indicators, core funding ratio and Z-score are found to be positively related. When endogeneity is accounted for by the use of instrumental variables, the previous results generally apply except that capital adequacy ratio is found to have less significant effects depending on the liquidity risk measure. Similarly, the positive effect of core funding ratio is still valid for the model including capital adequacy ratio. Finally, dynamics of bank fragility is examined within CS-ARDL framework. The evidence found regarding the long-run relationship between stability and capital is strong with a positive sign while that between liquidity risk and bank fragility is relatively weak. Also, capital and liquidity risk have a significant relationship with fragility in the short-run. It can be concluded that capital is more of concern compared to liquidity risk in terms of fragility in Turkish banking sector. Future research can be directed towards the interaction between liquidity risk and capital in Turkey.
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ABSTRACT

Ecological footprint is basically an approach developed by Rees (1992), Wackernagel (1994) and Rees and Wackernagel (1996) to calculate the balances of an ecosystem that are deteriorated due to human activities and to determine the amounts that are required to be restored by the ecosystem. This approach provides important contributions in terms of measuring ecological sustainability and holistic approach to the problem of climate change, which has recently caused global concern. In this context, this study aims to investigate the impacts of economic growth, energy consumption, and economic globalization process on ecological footprints for Turkey in the long-run. The analyses are conducted on annual observations from 1980 to 2017 by employing the Fourier ADF unit root developed by Christopoulos & Leon-Ledesma (2010) and the Fourier ADL cointegration methods developed by Banerjee, Arčabić & Lee (2017). The unit root test results indicate that the series are stationary at the first difference values. Fourier ADL cointegration test results reveal that there is a long-run relationship between ecological footprint and economic growth, energy consumption, population density and economic globalization in Turkey. Finally, the long-term coefficients obtained from the Dynamic Least Squares estimator developed by Stock & Watson (1993) reveal that economic growth and energy consumption have positive and statistically significant effects on ecological footprint, whereas economic globalization has a positive but statistically insignificant coefficient in the long-run. Accordingly, a 1% increase in economic growth and energy consumption rise the ecological footprint about approximately 0.10% and 0.33%, respectively. For the existence of a sustainable ecological system in Turkey, it is necessary to increase the use of renewable energy resources, to expand the environment-oriented technologies in production processes and to implement environmental policies effectively.
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ABSTRACT

It is noteworthy that there has been an increasing global concern about environmental pollution and global warming (climate change) in recent years. The basis of these problems is the carbon dioxide emissions caused by the efforts of countries to increase their economic growth performance. The aim of this study is to investigate whether the per capita CO2 emissions show convergence or not for the 20 countries that cause the most carbon emissions (or environmental pollution) on a global scale. The study period covers annual observations from 1965 to 2020. Analyses were carried out with the Fourier panel stationarity test which was developed by Li, Ranjbar and Chang (2015). The test results for the overall panel reveal that the null hypothesis of unit root in relative per capita CO2 emissions cannot be rejected and therefore the panel is stationarity. On the other hand, individual test results indicate that the relative per capita CO2 emission is stationarity for 16 countries (Brazil, Canada, China, Germany, India, Indonesia, Iran, Italy, Japan, Mexico, Poland, Saudi Arabia, South Africa, Turkey, United Kingdom and Vietnam) and therefore the convergence hypothesis is valid for these countries. In other words, shocks to per capita CO2 emissions in these countries are temporary. This makes it possible to make future estimations (trend) about the per capita CO2 emission parameters of the countries that cause the most environmental pollution in the world. On the other hand, convergence findings contribute to countries fulfilment of their emission reduction obligations within the framework of the Kyoto Protocol and also their adaptation to climate policies.
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ABSTRACT

This study aims to provide a framework for the main determinants of the number of domestic investors trading in the stock market in Turkey. For this, using the autoregressive distributed lag (ARDL) approach in the period 2010M01-2021M03, the relationship between the number of real domestic investors who prefer stocks in Turkey and some domestic and external economic factors that are thought to affect the decisions of these investors is empirically examined. While the number of real domestic investors trading in the Borsa İstanbul stock market, obtained from the Central Registry Agency (MKK), is preferred as the dependent variable, the variables taken as explanatory variables are: BIST 100 index value, US dollar, interest rate, Credit Default Swap (CDS) premium and VIX index. It is expected that the increases in the BIST100 index value will positively affect the number of domestic investors as they will increase the investment appetite in the stock market. When the dollar rate appreciates against the Turkish lira, it is expected to affect the number of domestic investors negatively, as it will be considered as a strong and alternative investment tool. Likewise, an increase in interest rates can be expected to negatively affect the number of domestic investors. This study helps to better understand the factors driving domestic investors’ investing behaviour.
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ABSTRACT

Finding the distribution of the random sum of $N$ independent and identically distributed continuous positive random variables is a statistical problem that covers a great importance in the insurance field, where such random variables can represent the size of $N$ claims occurring in a given time interval and their sum $S$ can be regarded as the aggregate risk the insurance company has to sustain. Determining the exact distribution of $S$ is not generally an easy task, as it requires the computation of convolutions, which can be usually made only numerically. Alternatively, one can appropriately discretize the continuous random variable modelling the claim size and then apply Panjer’s recursive formula, which is able to provide the exact distribution of $S$ if the count distribution of $N$ belongs to the so called $(a, b, 0)$ class and the claim size is a count random variable itself. This paper explores different discretization techniques, some of which were recently introduced in the literature and are derived from the minimization of a statistical distance between cumulative distribution functions; they are applied to the above problem, by considering several distributions for the claim size, among the others the exponential, and for $N$. The resulting approximate distributions of $S$ are compared to the exact one (recovered either analytically or, more often, numerically) and to the normal approximation obtained by applying the central limit theorem. Preliminary results show that the approximation by discretization can lead to a satisfactory degree of accuracy and can be much more precise than the normal approximation.

Keywords: Compound Distribution, Discretization, Panjer’s Formula, Statistical Distance.
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ABSTRACT

Today data has become more important in reading the past, managing the present well, and planning for the future. With the advent of NoSQL database management systems, several limitations presented by the old relational database management system are overcome; several organizations express a crucial need to migrate their data, from the old system to the NoSQL system, in order to keep their data accumulated for years, keeping the history and planning their future. In this perspective, several approaches have been developed to meet this need, but these approaches present a weakness in their concept and development. With this in mind, we proposed our approach called the "TMRSDM Approach" which performs migration along three axes: structure, semantics, and data. In this article, we will present the migration of the third axis which aims to migrate data, while respecting the transformation of the structural and semantic aspects of relational databases, via the use of an ETL. To do this, we will start with an introduction, then with an analytical presentation of relational and NoSQL systems, as a destination system in this migration, followed by related work, in order to present our approach to data migration using an ETL, that we present their architecture, structure, components, and principals, and at the end, we present a conclusion.
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ABSTRACT

Currently, data management has become a crucial orientation for IT professionals in order to better store, manage and exploit this data. This orientation is motivated by the evolution of technologies and programming languages, such as javascript and its extensions. Also, this orientation is energized by the continuous evolution of data by building big data, and the limitations presented by the old relational systems in the management of BigData; which pushes research to find new systems called NoSQL to overcome the less relational systems. Organizations wishing to keep their old data accumulated for years, which manages their present and traces their future, form a justified need for the migration of relational databases to NoSQL systems. With this in mind, several approaches have been launched by researchers to propose solutions to this need. In this paper, we will present an instructive and constructive work that aims to compare these approaches by projecting them on the different components of the relational system in order to be able to measure their efficiency and performance, also to build a basis to develop another more global and interesting approach. This comparison is carried out by a mathematical WSM multi-criteria comparison method, dedicated to this kind of study. As a conclusion, we note that each approach studied obtained a score strictly less than one hundred percent, according to our method of comparison, which shows that they present non-complete migrations and that the best among them must be improved and in precise axes so that it is complete and efficient.
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ABSTRACT

Global population growth, urbanization, industrialization, and the acceleration of goods and capital movements have increased countries’ energy demands. Renewable energy has recently emerged as a viable alternative to the energy obtained from fossil fuels. Consumption of renewable energy not only contributes to a cleaner environment by lowering greenhouse gas emissions, but it also reduces reliance on fossil fuel markets such as oil and gas. Countries aim to increase their renewable energy consumption in this context, which is viewed as a function of financial development. On the other hand, there has been a scarcity of research into the relationship between financial development and renewable energy. Trade openness is critical to economic development. Previous studies show that, trade openness has a significant impact on renewable energy consumption.

In this research, the effect of financial development and trade openness on renewable energy consumption was investigated for the period 1990-2018, covering 20 countries. Financial development and trade openness are the independent variables of the research, and renewable energy consumption is the dependent variable of the research. While financial development was measured by loans given to the private sector (%GDP) in line with the literature, trade openness was measured by the ratio of the sum of exports and imports to GDP. The data used in the research were obtained from the world bank database. The 20 countries with the highest energy consumption in the world were included in the study. Thus, the total energy consumption in the world is strongly represented.

Cross section dependence tests (Breusch-Pagan LM, Pesaran Scale LM and Pesaran CD), Pesaran Panel unit root test, Westerlund multiple cointegration test, Dumitrescu Hurlin panel causality test, FMOLS estimator were used in the research. As a result of the analysis, bidirectional causality was determined between financial development and renewable energy consumption, and between trade openness and renewable energy consumption. In addition, it has been revealed that financial development and trade openness are effective on renewable energy consumption. The results of the research contribute to policy makers and decision makers on how to increase renewable energy consumption for a sustainable world and a sustainable economic structure in the long run. In addition, the results provide guidance for the future of renewable energy investments for investors.
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ABSTRACT

The concept of destination, which literally means "the place to arrive", is defined as geographical areas that offer touristic products and different experiences that tourists may need during their visits, which attract attention with its attractive elements as one of the main components of the tourism sector and have various tourism values. The places where the majority of tourism activities take place and the marketing of these destinations as the basic analysis unit of the sector have also become an important factor in achieving competitiveness in the tourism sector, which is the world's largest industry in terms of the global economy. Different marketing strategies are used to affect the destination preferences, travel intentions and final destination/product choices of potential visitors for an effective destination marketing that will ensure customer satisfaction. In this sense, creating a strong brand with an appropriate and attractive image and correct positioning are critical factors affecting the success of the destination marketing process. Studies show that a strong destination brand has a significant impact on tourists' perceptions of service quality, satisfaction levels, and revisit decisions. In this research, in order to create a strong destination brand in the intense competition environment in the tourism sector; The "Cittaslow City" (silent city) brand, which has gained importance within the framework of the "Sustainability" approach, which is increasingly coming to the fore in the tourism sector both in order to meet the changing consumer expectations and needs and as a user of non-renewable resources, is discussed.

The philosophy of cittaslow, which emerged in Italy and aims at sustainable development by preserving local resources and historical texture; It supports people to continue their work in cities where the originality of life is preserved and where they can do their jobs at a pace that they can enjoy, in a way that attaches importance to human values. Cities that comply with the Cittaslow criteria become destinations with a strong brand in terms of tourism, while realizing sustainable development by protecting their historical and cultural values, preserving their original structures, and continuing the production of local products and handicrafts. While 278 cities in 31 countries have the Cittaslow brand in the world, the number of cities with this brand has increased to 21 in Turkey as of 2021. Cittaslow brand; It is of great importance for the development of tourism for Turkey, which has a world-class geography with its historical, natural beauties and assets included in the UNESCO World Heritage List. In this context, the concepts of destination marketing and destination brand were discussed in the research, the Cittaslow Movement in order to create a strong destination brand in the tourism sector and the criteria to be met in order to participate in this movement were examined and suggestions were made for tourism stakeholders in order to spread this movement in Turkey.
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ABSTRACT

If we assume countries as a node, one way to show the trade flow between two countries is to connect with a straight line. These straight lines also called as edges in network science. By adding the trade amounts on the edges, export amounts of the countries can also be seen easily on the graphs. If we do the same for all countries, international trade flows become a big and complex world trade network. In this study, the trade relations with the highest export level of 50 countries were examined by network analysis method in the year of 2020 and 2021. Gephi 0.9.2 programme, which has superior visualization ability compared to other network software programs, was used to calculate network statistics. The most basic and expected result in the study is that the total export level of the countries has decreased with the pandemic. Although the export level of the countries has decreased with the pandemic, it is seen that the People’s Republic of China is on the rise with a small margin. It is observed from the graphs that the countries with geographical proximity has more trade relations. At this point, it can be said that geographical proximity plays an important role in trade flows. Regionally, the European countries have the most intense connections between each other and the African countries have the least connections. Germany has the most trade connections and is the 3rd country in terms of export level. On the other hand, China has the highest export amount. It has been concluded that the number of connections as well as the level of exports are also effective in the economic development of countries. Countries with high export levels seem to have certain trading partners. As one of the result of the study, despite the worldwide crises such as the economic contraction of the countries or the pandemic that may affect all countries, the commercial partnerships did not change.
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ABSTRACT

Music is something we all must have heard and many of us probably enjoy listening to it. Because music affects human feelings and music has many uses. Whether it can be music therapy, reduce stress, relax the brain, help wake up and more. It is therefore interesting to seriously study how listening to music can be more effective while studying or at work. Listening to music may increase the efficiency of someone’s studies or work. And what kind of people like and dislike music? There are many questions that make researching this subject even more interesting. It will find all the answers from the survey to survey the respondents to bring their opinions to the results. Analyze and find ways to strike a better balance between learning and work efficiency. This might be a small thing that most people overlook. But if music helps to improve student efficiency and labor productivity more, it should be supported.
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ABSTRACT

Youth unemployment has attracted the attention of the world in recent years, especially in developing countries where it is on the high side. Also, demographics in these countries show that the youth constitute the bulk of the population. According to ILO (2012), in Ghana unemployment has not been a problem until recently. Unfortunately, an increase in school enrolment especially at the tertiary level has significantly increased the rate of unemployment in the country. The country’s unemployment rate in 2020 was 4.53% which was lower than the 6.47% world’s average and 17.4% average in West Africa. First of all, the aim of this study is to trace the historical development of youth unemployment in Ghana as a mirror of the situation in the entire West Africa. This will be examined vis-a-vis the theoretical framework for unemployment. The World Bank launched a new report on 29th September 2020 titled “Youth Unemployment Programs in Ghana: Options for Effective Policy Making and Implementation”. This report has called for more investment in the area of job creation. Therefore, the study will critically examine the efforts of the government of Ghana (GoG) and the private sector in creating the needed jobs for the teeming youth. According to experts, one effective way of solving unemployment in a country is to ascertain the causes as well as the solutions to the problem. Thus, this study will also attempt to find out the causes of youth unemployment in Ghana and come out with the necessary recommendations to nip the problem in the bud. Finally, the study will use both qualitative and quantitative methods of analysis to critically examine the impact of youth unemployment in Ghana. In the end, data analysis will show that even though the rate of youth unemployment continues to increase, the GoG and the private sector continue to implement policies and programmes to arrest the same.
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ABSTRACT

Microfinance has played and continues to play an important role in the life of the poor and the most vulnerable since it was first introduced by Mohammed Yunus in 1983 in Bangladesh. Since then, many developing countries have made a conscious effort to integrate microfinancing as a way of reaching the unbanked. First of all, this study will trace the historical background and development in the microfinance industry. Also, literature will be reviewed on the approaches to microfinance and the concept of poverty. The government of Cameroon has supported and encouraged the establishment of microfinance at the grassroots as a way of alleviating poverty and improving the standard of living of the people. Therefore, this study will critically analyse development in the microfinance sector in Cameroon. The study will examine the impact of microfinance as a tool for the alleviation of poverty and improving the standard of living of the people. Moreover, the microfinance industry in Cameroon is devilled with many problems. Therefore, this study will discuss the problems of microfinance in Cameroon and attempt to find solutions aimed at making that sector viable. Finally, the study uses both qualitative and quantitative methods of analysis to critically examine the impact of microfinance in poverty alleviation in Cameroon. In the end, data analysis will show that indeed microfinance has been an effective tool in alleviating poverty and improving the standard of living of ordinary Cameroonians.
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ABSTRACT

The aim of the study is to examine the relationship between unemployment rates and current account deficit in Turkey. Unemployment in Turkey has been a structural problem for many years. While there are reasons such as population growth and increase in the number of immigrants among the causes of unemployment in Turkey, there are main structural reasons arising from the savings gap. In the study, for the period 2014.1-2021.9; ARDL test and error correction model were used. According to the results of the analysis, it has been revealed that there is a cointegration relationship between unemployment rates and the current account deficit in Turkey. According to the results of the study, the current account deficit increases as unemployment increases. As unemployment decreases, the current account deficit decreases. Again, by establishing an error correction model derived from the relevant model, the short-term coefficients were estimated and the error term coefficient was found to be significant. The main reasons for the current account deficit in Turkey are low domestic savings and dependence on foreign energy. Although it is possible to take measures to increase domestic savings in the long term, foreign dependency in energy continues to increase due to inadequacies in natural resources. After the economic crisis, serious increases in unemployment rates occurred. In the current period, it is seen that it is aimed to reduce unemployment by increasing the growth rate with the policies of adopting a low exchange rate high growth policy.
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